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ABSTRACT
The three-phase squirrel cage induction machine has seen evolutionary, not
revolutionary, advancements since its conception over 100 years ago. At its
most basic level, the design has remained very close to its roots. This the-
sis emphasizes electric machine synthesis through the development of system
limitations based on material constraints. Representation of an induction sys-
tem in a composite-structure framework permits the removal of constraints
common to current design procedures, allowing the effects of unusual material
parameter combinations on system performance to be studied.
Developed from accepted anisotropic layer-based analysis techniques for
induction devices, this approach pairs a simplified geometric model with an
analytical solution for magnetic diffusion. The tool strongly supports the pre-
liminary stages of electric machine design through straightforward sensitivity
analysis along with tractable subregion material optimization. The ability to
highlight underlying material design decisions and determine ideal parameter
combinations is illustrated through a three-layer composite system. Initial
machine realization is reformulated as a de-homogenization problem, where
macroscopic composite structures capable of providing desired material pa-
rameter combinations are determined.
The thrust in a linear induction motor is measured for various secondary
composite arrangements to evaluate the tool’s ability in developing effective
initial machine designs from scratch. Experiments show that proper realiza-
tion and formation of physical composite structures are pivotal for accurate
system performance estimations. Preliminary results indicate that represen-
tation of electromechanical systems as a macroscopic composite provides the
potential to create interesting new electric machine arrangements capable of
yielding increased system performance.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The induction machine has truly become the workhorse of industry, begin-
ning with Nikola Tesla’s establishment of practical induction motors in the
1880’s [1]. Praised for its ruggedness and ease of construction, the three-phase
induction motor currently comprises a large portion of the installed industrial
base. Within some U.S. process industries such as mining, it may utilize up-
wards of 70% of the total electric power [2]. Standardization of designs by the
National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) [3] has encouraged
manufacturers to produce common general-purpose machines, at the cost of
discouraging new and creative induction machine arrangements. The evo-
lution of the induction machine has been composed of incremental changes
and improvements. Although variable speed drives and power electronics
have advanced considerably in recent years, their influence on the design of
the associated ac motor has been minimal [4]. As a result, present-day in-
duction machines strongly emulate system arrangements existing throughout
much of the early 20th century.
Driven initially by experimental results and empirical findings, induction
machine design is based heavily upon conventions and rules of thumb es-
tablished well before many computational and material innovations existed.
Experienced electric machine designers combine empirical and theoretical
methods, now supplemented with the finite element method (FEM), to ob-
tain adequate system performance; the design process remains a blend of
both art and science, as can be seen in Alger’s statement that “the designer
is an artist, who embodies his ideas in copper, steel, and insulation” [5]. The
task of the designer is not only to estimate machine performance but also to
choose proper materials and configurations needed to achieve desired perfor-
mance. An important design question must then be raised: “Has the evolu-
tion of the modern induction machine produced the most desirable machine
arrangements given the current material, computational, and technological
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innovations that exist?” This thesis explores the question.
Modern polyphase induction machine design is often presented as the de-
termination of parameters associated with the common squirrel cage arrange-
ment. They include stator and rotor slot combinations, slot geometry, slot fill,
winding, skew and stacking factors, etc. [6]. This process may be more aptly
termed a machine fitting procedure, essentially tuning machine parameters
common to an existing arrangement in order to achieve performance capable
of satisfying a given set of design objectives. If focus is placed instead upon
the early stages of the design process, a more fundamental electromechanical
design procedure can be undertaken.
This work supports the preliminary stages of induction machine synthe-
sis through the development of tools capable of highlighting fundamental
trade-offs while providing a mathematically tractable arena for initial design
optimization. It builds upon the rich history of anisotropic layer analysis of
induction machines and devices. A planar layer model is first used to repre-
sent a generalized induction system in a composite structure framework. For
a given design goal, a subregion optimization procedure is then used to deter-
mine ideal machine materials required to achieve desired performance. The
inclusion of man-made composites within the design procedure, with proper-
ties and functionalities unattainable in nature, allows for artificial material
structures to be considered within potential machine realizations.
This thesis elaborates and builds upon the ideas presented in a previously
published work by Magill and Krein [7]. The evolution and categorization
of design procedures for the induction machine are presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 introduces man-made composite structures and their application
to induction machine design. The electromechanical system model and as-
sociated solution methodologies are discussed in Chapter 4, while the tool’s
ability to highlight fundamental design trade-offs is explored in Chapter 5.
Chapters 6 and 7 provide possible machine realizations and associated ex-
perimental validation using a linear induction machine. Finally, Chapter 8
concludes the thesis and provides suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
INDUCTION MACHINE DESIGN
BACKGROUND
Westinghouse introduced the squirrel cage rotor design in the early 1890’s.
The robustness, ease of construction, and performance allowed it to become
the most prominent design of its time. It is still the arrangement of choice
for many induction motor applications today [8]. Browning [9] argues that
although the induction machine has been widely employed and used for over
100 years in various applications, its construction and performance have seen
significant evolution. The progressive reduction of dimensions for a given ma-
chine rating is strongly attributed to the application of technological innova-
tions to the construction, production, and implementation of the bar winding
rotor design. From the development of low-loss magnetics with reduced eddy
currents to improved temperature capabilities within dielectric insulation,
incremental improvements have been introduced to electric machines as they
have become available.
This induction machine evolution process has amounted to the refinement
of the squirrel cage arrangement. Herein lies the design quandary: when an
induction machine is desired, the squirrel cage rotor structure is almost al-
ways instinctively chosen due to its prominence and performance throughout
history. As electric machine operation further adopts power electronics-based
drives, the introduction of increased control allows the machine design pro-
cess to be reconsidered. Instead of relying on drive systems to efficiently
operate a machine originally designed for fixed frequency and voltage excita-
tion, machines could be designed for the new set of operating conditions they
encounter [10]. In addition to the removal of design constraints associated
with high slip operation—which lead to obvious changes in slot openings and
rotor bar shape and skew—more fundamental machine characteristics, such
as air gap flux distribution [11, 12], may be used to shape future designs.
Previously accepted facts should be reexamined. This reexamination ush-
ers in skepticism that questions the performance limitations of the induction
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machine itself, not just the squirrel cage arrangement.
Preliminary stages of the induction machine design procedure are consid-
ered in order to explore creative machine arrangements capable of providing
optimal performance. Underlying machine design decisions are studied. To
introduce a new electric machine design framework, it is beneficial to first
consider both past and present design methods, and the associated compu-
tational tools required.
2.1 Design Methods
The design process for electric machines may be separated into two basic
approaches: analysis- and synthesis-based methods [13]. Analysis methods
begin with preliminary designs and then evaluate expected system perfor-
mance. Parameter iteration is then performed to satisfy a given set of de-
sign objectives. Synthesis methods, in contrast, may be defined as the direct
derivation of machine parameters needed to satisfy pre-determined perfor-
mance requirements. Synthesis is thus the inverse of analysis. The challenge
of nonlinear devices, such as electric machines, is that inverse problems are
rarely tractable, and numerical techniques are often too slow to make ex-
haustive repeated analysis a complete substitute for synthesis.
The engineer follows a process similar to that shown in Fig. 2.1 in the
analysis-based design of electric machines. An initial design is obtained
through expert knowledge, past designs, and desired performance criteria.
A cut-and-try procedure is then undertaken where a few iterations are of-
ten required to obtain satisfactory results [14]. In order to calculate system
performance and choose proper materials for the machine, system models
are applied within each iteration. These machine representations allow for
the comparison of the considered machine to design specifications, and of-
ten exist as a combination of lumped-parameter, finite element, or magnetic
equivalent circuit (MEC) models [15]. Recently, FEM and various other nu-
merical tools have been used to model induction machine performance within
analysis-based design procedures. However, owing to computational inten-
sity, their effectiveness as a standalone design tool is limited [16]. FEM is
better suited to provide detailed system performance for a preexisting ma-
chine arrangement or to investigate regions of particular concern, rather than
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Figure 2.1: Flow chart for the analysis-based design of electric machines.
to derive original designs from scratch [17]. Analytical solution techniques
could be used for design purposes when dealing with particular system ge-
ometries, but only their potential as an analysis tool has been explored [18].
Given desired performance specifications, the synthesis procedure seeks
to provide details of a satisfactory design without relying on guesswork or
trial-and-error. Synthesis procedures for induction machine design, as de-
scribed in [19, 20], are beginning to move beyond prior rule-based practices.
Automated design methods have attempted optimization procedures for per-
formance [20], cost [21, 22], and complete system design [13, 19, 23, 24]. Fo-
cused on performance of line-connected, multi-phase squirrel cage induction
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motors, past methods emphasized starting current, effects of deep-bar and
multi-cage arrangements, overload behavior, and wide-band torque behavior.
Induction machine design was presented as a mathematical programming
problem where the variables and constraints were selected according to de-
sign and performance characteristics of existing squirrel cage arrangements.
As a result, these methods established automated fitting procedures where
select system arrangements were tailored for a desired application, resulting
in designs emulating past configurations.
Where the design of conventional line-fed machines must consider the
trade-offs relating to start-up and steady state behavior, many design con-
straints can be relaxed for power electronics-driven motors [25]. With excita-
tion frequency control able to ensure low slip operation, an inverter-dedicated
motor could, and should, be designed using alternative criteria. Since a much
different design solution is possible, it is advantageous to consider machine
arrangements other than those originally conceived for single frequency and
voltage operation. The removal of rule- and experience-based design con-
straints allows synthesis procedures to be suitable for machine optimization
procedures; however, restrictions placed on machine topologies hinder their
ability to create innovative, and possibly revolutionary, designs.
2.2 Design Tool Requirements
Parameterization is an extremely important feature of any design tool. De-
termination of material and geometric parameters, which offers a full sys-
tem description, is required. FEM, which is quickly becoming one of the
most commonly employed analysis techniques for electric machines, deals
with material parameter adjustments intrinsically without the requirement
of mesh or program augmentation. Geometric parameter variations, however,
require remeshing and recalculation of system equations, yielding an undesir-
able level of computational effort. Analytical methods, in contrast, offer in-
herent parameter flexibility through closed-form representations. Parameter
adjustments reduce to reevaluation of expressions, which is computationally
tractable when studying the effects of design modifications.
Model accuracy is arguably the most important criterion for analysis tools.
The accuracy of many published machine analysis methods has been greatly
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investigated and the results have been compared in recent years [26]. The
results obtained from these techniques are often used to determine the ef-
fects of machine optimization and design adjustments; thus, the ability to
closely track operating conditions exhibited by physical systems is desired.
Design tools on the other hand, especially those emphasizing the preliminary
stages of the design process, require calculations to obtain only a level of ac-
curacy high enough to properly determine the effects of principal parameter
adjustments. Enabling the formulation of initial machine arrangements or
attributes, design tools formulate arrangements that embody the underlying
intentions of the desired design procedure. The obtained initial configu-
rations may then be used to guide system evolution within analysis-based
refinement procedures.
This work emphasizes the machine synthesis process through the creation
of a reduced-order model that lends itself to the inverse problem. Closed-
form expressions for a layered electromechanical model are used to study the
induction process in order to assess important design trade-offs. By focus-
ing on the preliminary stages of machine design, the “from-scratch” design
space is analyzed without the inclusion of many common design constraints.
The inherent flexibility of the analytical solution has strong ties to the de-
velopment of underlying design decisions and allows for the development of
properties necessary for ideal induction systems.
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CHAPTER 3
ELECTRIC MACHINES AS COMPOSITE
STRUCTURES
3.1 Macroscopic Composite Materials
At the most basic level, composite materials are inhomogeneous on a cellu-
lar or atomic level, yet are essentially macroscopically homogeneous at some
extended length scale. A more thorough and widely accepted definition, how-
ever, states that conventional macroscopic composites require the following
to be met [27, 28]:
1. Constituents must be combined three-dimensionally.
2. Material must be a combination of at least two chemically distinct
materials with a distinct interface separating the components, allowing
for only local interactions.
3. Obtained properties must not be achievable from any of the components
acting alone.
What makes these materials interesting, and particularly useful, is that a
macroscopic composite has combined attributes of its constituent materials.
An example could be the placement of two isotropic materials, one highly
conductive and the other electrically insulating, in a two-phase, rank-1 lami-
nate structure as seen in Fig. 3.1. This arrangement produces an electrically
anisotropic composite that has highly conductive properties in the xy plane
and insulative properties in the z direction.
A composite structure similar to the rank-1 laminate of Fig. 3.1 can be
found in multiple locations throughout a common developed squirrel cage
induction machine. In order to reduce stray conduction losses within the
stator and rotor bulk (disregarding high speed motor applications), stacked
magnetic laminations—as opposed to solid materials—are used. Application
8
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Figure 3.1: Three-dimensional two-phase, rank-1 lamination in z direction.
of an insulative coating to each lamination before the stack is bonded further
reduces the flow of undesirable z-directed currents, and an axially directed
two-phase laminate results. Another example is the periodic slotting in the
circumferential direction of both stator and rotor windings. A generic slot
representation is shown in Fig. 3.2. Generally, an electrically conductive
material such as copper or aluminum (region a) is embedded within a highly
permeable surrounding tooth structure (region b).
z
ρ
φ
a b
Figure 3.2: Generic semi-closed slot structure.
In order to attain the necessary transformer action between stator and
rotor in an induction machine, electrically conductive materials must exist
within each side of the machine’s air gap. Highly permeable material is used
to surround the conductors in an effort to maximize and steer the magnetic
flux linking stator and rotor. Comparison of Fig. 3.1 with a periodic structure
of constituents shown in Fig. 3.2, along with the given definition of a com-
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posite, reveals that the slotted region is, in fact, a macroscopic composite.
If the periodic slotted structure were to be radially segmented, the mate-
rial composition may be characterized through a series of three-dimensional
laminate structures.
A concept of particular interest when discussing composite structures is
metamaterials. Introduced conceptually by R.M. Walser [28], metamaterials
are a form of macroscopic composites designed to achieve advantageous elec-
tromagnetic properties that are unattainable in conventional materials. In
addition to being man-made, metamaterials require slight extension of the
previously required criteria of conventional composites. They may allow for
local and/or non-local interactions between constituents, and the structure
may obtain new or extended properties. Examined electromagnetic phenom-
ena often include negative refractive indexes and materials with negative
effective constitutive parameters. Although explicit application of these pe-
riodic cellular architectures does not readily exist within electric machines,
their existence allows a broadened set of material properties to be considered.
Combined material geometries and their effects have been studied for more
than 100 years in the context of electric machines [29]. Early arrangements
were designed using material combinations that satisfied intuition and the-
oretical understanding of the underlying electromechanical phenomena in
order to achieve desirable machine performance. Since chemically distinct
materials are combined to achieve properties not otherwise attainable with
any of the components alone, the electric machine may be alternatively con-
sidered to be formed as multiple composite structures. This particular inter-
pretation permits the expansion of a previously constrained design space.
A cylindrical radial-gap machine has inherent inhomogeneity of electric
and magnetic properties in the radial direction owing to the existence of a
rotor, air gap, and stator, and in the circumferential direction due to periodic
slotting. With these material discontinuities, system analysis based upon
the development of closed-form analytical solutions to Maxwell’s equations
is impractical. Homogenized representations of material discontinuities are
applied in order to form desired analytical expressions.
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3.2 Composite Mapping of Induction Machines
3.2.1 Analysis Purposes
Mishkin [30] replaced toothed regions with homogeneous anisotropic media to
facilitate calculation of electromagnetic field diffusion within induction ma-
chines. As a result, the application of equivalent permeabilities and conduc-
tivities was introduced to electric machine analysis. A two-dimensional layer
model representation shown in Fig. 3.3a illustrates a portion of a developed
squirrel cage induction machine whose air gap dimensions are insignificant
compared to rotor radius. The toothed regions of the induction machine
present differing magnetic properties in the radial and circumferential di-
rections, suggesting the magnetically anisotropic nature of the machine. A
model containing a series of distinct homogeneous layers is used to replace
the alternating teeth and slots in order to obtain closed-form solutions for
machine performance estimations. This idealized model transformation, or
composite mapping process, is a way of providing a homogeneous representa-
tion for an inhomogeneous subregion by utilizing the material and geometric
properties of its constituents.
Subsequent work has included the introduction of multi-layer represen-
tations of the toothed structure, allowing for the inclusion of tooth-tip and
zigzag leakage flux [31], tractable approaches for the analysis of elaborate ma-
chine geometries [31,32], and indication of the method’s capability as an anal-
ysis tool for electromechanical systems [33–36]. Williamson has extended the
model to represent magnetic and electric anisotropy in three directions [35].
Williamson [35] made a significant evolution of multi-region layer theory and
its application as a detailed analysis tool. Layer models in polar coordinates
support more direct representations of cylindrical machines [18, 37].
The behavior of macroscopic composite materials is extremely important
in an analysis setting. Instead of using quantum mechanics and field theory
to describe the microscopic interactions that dictate the behavior of man-
made composites, equations of classical physics are applied at the macro-
scopic level [38]. Homogenization procedures are used to formulate effective
tensors that provide macroscopic constitutive relations for composite mate-
rials. Assuming no interaction between two constituent phases, past work
approached homogenization from a simplified viewpoint. Lumped parameter
11
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Figure 3.3: (a) Homogeneous planar layer mapping used for induction ma-
chine analysis. (b) Mapping procedure applicable for initial design purposes.
mapping procedures were used to describe the periodic material properties
as constants in order to obtain approximate solutions to the governing laws
of electricity and magnetism [35]. These approximations utilized equivalent
electric and magnetic circuits to obtain tensors for magnetic permeability (¯¯µ)
and electric conductivity (¯¯σ) in a toothed or slitted region.
3.2.2 Design Purposes
Application of homogeneous planar layer models for induction machine analy-
sis is well-supported in the literature. Instead of representing predetermined
machine geometries in a reduced-order model for analysis purposes (as in
Fig. 3.3a), what if the inverse process were used to establish desirable ma-
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chine arrangements from an optimized homogeneous planar layer structure
(Fig. 3.3b)? Working with an idealized planar layer model utilizing macro-
scopic composite descriptions, the design optimization procedure is reduced
to the determination of desired parameters for each subregion. Subsequently,
a composite design problem then addresses how the determined material
properties may be physically realized. Fig. 3.3b provides two representative
realizations of the idealized layer model. One is the periodic slotting common
to conventional induction machines (top) while the other (bottom) involves
formalized de-homogenization procedures to apply composite materials to
the rotor structure.
Layer-theory-based representations similar to Fig. 3.3a use homogeneous
subregions with electric and magnetic properties constrained to a combina-
tion of standard materials. Without enabling the introduction of unconven-
tional media, the layer representation effectively smoothes the properties of
material discontinuities found within typical slotted regions. The inverse
process (Fig. 3.3b) enables µ and σ of each layer to vary independently, thus
removing a posteriori design constraints associated with natural materials
and alloys commonly used in electric machines. Allowing for the inclusion of
artificial man-made materials, the effective design space is no longer bound
by known media. There may be limitations on the property set that can be
realized, even in a composite framework. This would represent a new class
of design constraints.
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CHAPTER 4
ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEM
FORMULATION
4.1 N -Layer Model
The applied homogeneous layer model mirrors the systems used in [36] and
[39], with examination extended to magnetically anisotropic materials. Fig. 4.1
displays an N -layer system. Each layer m is characterized with material
properties ¯¯µm and σm and is able to experience lateral motion with constant
y-directed speed Um. A rank-2 tensor is used to describe magnetic perme-
ability:
¯¯µm =


µm,x 0 0
0 µm,y 0
0 0 µm,z

 . (4.1)
Magnetic anisotropy is introduced within each layer for a more generalized
system description. Assuming sinusoidally distributed air gap fields and con-
sidering that machine performance is primarily dominated by the electric
and magnetic properties of the rotor, specific stator winding configurations
are displaced. The system excitation is represented as a continuous time-
harmonic current sheet of zero thickness situated above the first layer:
~K = Re[Kˆej(ωt−ky)]zˆ. (4.2)
This z-directed current density is a phasor with complex amplitude Kˆ, tem-
poral frequency ω, and spatial frequency k, and is assumed to be of infinite
extent in the z direction. The traveling field thus exhibits y-directed motion
with phase velocity Up = ω/k. Infinite model extension, along with a symme-
try assumption that ∂/∂z → 0, causes all currents to become constrained to
flow in the z direction. As a result, σm,x and σm,y have no influence on system
performance estimation. Therefore, the conductivity σm may be assumed to
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(β)
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Figure 4.1: N -layer electromechanical model.
be σm,z . Electrically anisotropic subregions would be supported with finite
model dimensions or by system excitation skewing in the yz plane. This
could represent rotor conductor skewing and would cause multi-directional
wave propagation [35].
Application of this model to a developed induction machine causes the
top layer to represent the air gap while the lower layers represent materi-
als surrounding the rotor yoke. The rotor is assumed to be rigid, meaning
all of its constituent subregions move at the same speed with no twisting
or shearing. The z-directed model assumptions cause end-effects to be ne-
glected. As opposed to its utilization in analysis procedures, the model need
not represent multiple portions of the slotted rotor in order to account for
slot leakage [31]. It should be thought of as a general rotor representation
that allows for the inclusion of additional layers when more detailed system
inspection is desired.
Only a few parameters are needed to characterize a given machine arrange-
ment for initial design purposes, unlike the closed rotor-slot optimization
model shown in Fig 4.2, which requires between 14 and 16 parameters to
describe the slot geometry alone [25,40]. When the slotted rotor structure is
represented using the proposed model, four parameters (three material and
one geometric) fully describe the slotting when a single subregion is employed,
and eight are needed for a two-subregion description. With a reduced-order
system representation, this model lends itself to the inverse synthesis prob-
lem. A single-layer mapping procedure provides approximate results that are
15
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Figure 4.2: Rotor slot model for analysis and optimization purposes.
unsuitable for thorough system analysis. Still, the computational advantage
provided by parameter reduction causes it to be suitable in the early stages
of machine design.
4.2 Analytical Solution and Assumptions
Magnetic field distributions within the layered model must be determined in
order to estimate system performance. Given a magnetoquasistatic (MQS)
problem ignoring the nonlinear effects of saturation and displacement cur-
rents, the governing equations under a primed (rotating) reference frame are
∇′ × ~H ′ = ~J ′f (4.3a)
∇′ × ~E ′ = −
∂ ~B′
∂t′
(4.3b)
~J ′f = σ ~E
′. (4.3c)
Inclusion of a speed term requires that a stationary reference frame be used.
The velocity of the rotor may be used to perform a transformation of inertial
reference frames given that all layers of the electromechanical system are
exhibiting constant (unaccelerated) motion [41]. Applying the convective
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derivative, which for a vector ~X ′ in the primed reference frame is given by
∂ ~X ′
∂t′
=
∂ ~X ′
∂t
+ (~U · ∇) ~X ′
=
∂ ~X ′
∂t
+ ~U(∇ · ~X ′)−∇× (~U × ~X ′),
(4.4)
reformulation of (4.3) in the laboratory reference frame results in
∇× ~H = ~Jf (4.5a)
∇× ~E = −
∂ ~B
∂t
(4.5b)
~Jf = σ
(
~E + ~U × ¯¯µ ~H
)
. (4.5c)
Although both representations, (4.3) and (4.5), appropriately describe the
governing laws of electrodynamics, transformation to the laboratory reference
frame allows the induction process to be more intuitively represented with
rotor speed (U).
Solving for the electric field in (4.5c) and substituting into Faraday’s law,
a three-dimensional partial differential equation (PDE) describing the mag-
netic diffusion occurring within a magnetically anisotropic subregion is ob-
tained:
∇×
1
σ
(
∇× ¯¯µ−1 ~B
)
= −
∂ ~B
∂t
+∇×
(
~U × ~B
)
. (4.6)
Reformulation in terms of the magnetic vector potential ~A provides
1
σ
∇×
[
¯¯µ−1
(
∇× ~A
)]
+
∂ ~A
∂t
− ~U ×
(
∇× ~A
)
= ~0. (4.7)
Consider a homogeneous subregion whose material properties (¯¯µ, σ) are func-
tions of neither space nor time. In conjunction with the system model de-
scribed in Fig. 4.1—where current excitation and material velocity exist as
unidirectional vectors—z-directed transverse magnetic modes (TMz) are pro-
duced, which reduce (4.7) to a one-dimensional problem:
∂2
∂x2
Aˆ− γ2Aˆ = 0
γ2 ≡
µy
µx
k2 + jσµy (ω − kU) .
(4.8)
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Here, the complex magnitude of the z-directed magnetic vector potential is
given as Aˆ, and time-harmonic solutions similar to (4.2) are implied. This
solution exists only for homogeneous materials with constant constitutive
relationships. The differential equation must therefore be separately applied
to each subregion of the model. It is useful then to reformulate (4.8) in terms
of the material properties existing for each layer m:
∂2
∂x2
Aˆm − γ
2
mAˆm = 0
γ2m ≡
µm,y
µm,x
k2 + jσmµm,y (ω − kUm) .
(4.9)
Solutions to this system exist as linear combinations of e±γx or sinh γx and
cosh γx [39], and an analytical result may be formulated as
Aˆm = Aˆ
α
m
sinh γmx
sinh γm∆m
− Aˆβm
sinh γm(x−∆m)
sinh γm∆m
. (4.10)
The thickness of the mth layer is given by ∆m, and the complex quantities
Aˆαm and Aˆ
β
m are the values Aˆ at the top and bottom layer boundaries of
the mth subregion, respectively. These upper and lower boundaries for each
layer are denoted by α and β, respectively, within Fig. 4.1. Equipped with an
expression for magnetic vector potential, the magnetic field intensity within
a particular layer is then given by
Hˆm = ¯¯µ
−1
m ∇× Aˆm, (4.11)
involving the expansion to
Hˆm,x = −
jk
µm,x
Aˆm (4.12)
Hˆm,y = −
γm
µm,y sinh γm∆m
[
Aˆαm cosh γmxm − Aˆ
β
m cosh γm(xm −∆m)
]
. (4.13)
Closed-form expressions for ~Hm and ~Am, with the introduction of boundary
conditions, permit the calculation of fields at all layer boundaries. This allows
for the estimation of forces and other performance expressions.
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4.3 Transfer Relations, Boundary Conditions, and
Performance Calculations
Transfer relations may be used to describe the complex magnetic diffusion
existing within a layered structure [39]. They allow the normal components
of magnetic flux density at layer boundaries to be expressed as a linear com-
bination of magnetic field intensity:


Bˆαm,x
Bˆβm,x

 = kj
µm,y
γm


− coth(γm∆m) csch(γm∆m)
−csch(γm∆m) coth(γm∆m)




Hˆαm,y
Hˆβm,y

 . (4.14)
N systems of linear equations similar to (4.14) are needed to fully describe
an N -layer planar system, given that transfer relations describe the magnetic
diffusion only within a particular mth subregion. This yields 2N equations
with 4N unknown field values. When the layer model is bounded on top and
bottom by highly permeable material (µ→∞), application of standard elec-
tromagnetic boundary conditions at the upper and lower model boundaries
of Fig. 4.1 provides
xˆ× (~0− ~Hα1,y) = ~Kupper (4.15)
xˆ× ( ~HβN,y −~0) =
~Klower. (4.16)
In addition, continuity of normal magnetic flux density and tangential mag-
netic field components establishes necessary coupling conditions between ad-
jacent field distributions. The system description may then be reduced to
N + 1 equations with N + 1 unknowns. A symbolic program such as Math-
ematica enables straightforward computation of field distributions.1 This
avoids the previously required need for reducing mathematical complex-
ity [31].
Once field values have been established, force and electric power dissipation
densities can be computed. Maxwell stress tensors may be integrated to find
the time-average force density per unit yz area for any subregion within the
1
Mathematica code can be found in Appendix D
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model.2 The time-average y-directed force density impressed upon the rotor
of a developed induction machine may be expressed as
〈Fd,y〉t =
1
2
Re
[
Bˆβ1,x
(
Hˆβ1,y
)∗]
, (4.17)
while the time- and space-average electrical power dissipation density per
unit yz rotor area is given as
〈Pd〉yt =
[
ω − kU
k
]
〈Fd,y〉t . (4.18)
System analysis will focus on force and power dissipation densities manifested
within a particular model subregion. Formulation of other performance met-
rics can be found in [39].
2Derivation of performance expressions given in Appendix A
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CHAPTER 5
DESIGN TRADE-OFFS
5.1 System Validation
A baseline interpretation of system performance from the layer model is
helpful to begin the study of design trade-offs. Torque-speed curves are one
useful steady-state metric where predetermined ac stator voltages provide in-
duction machine performance relationships for a given operating frequency.
However, the layer model is based not on voltage but current excitation.
Applying a synchronous reference frame [42], electromechanical torque vs.
angular speed for a defined stator current can be computed, and is detailed
in Appendix C. This relation is shown in Fig. 5.1a for a stator excitation of
3 A in a 5 hp, four-pole induction motor over a range of rotor resistance val-
ues. Comparatively, Fig. 5.1b displays the force density exhibited upon the
rotor structure of a three-layer induction system represented using the pro-
posed model. System performance is evaluated for a rotor consisting of iron
laminations surrounded by a solid non-magnetic subregion of varying con-
ductivity. The two models represent a developed induction machine using an
equivalent circuit model and a generalized three-layer induction system using
the planar layer model. Although they are not assumed to explicitly repre-
sent the same system, adjustments in the electrical properties of the rotor
structure provide similar effects within both representations. Relationship
agreement provides preliminary support for using layer model estimations to
determine underlying material design trade-offs.
Torque production across a range of stator frequencies for a locked-rotor
system is another sufficient performance metric. Removal of rotor motion,
along with excitation frequency variation, allows an induction system to ex-
hibit conditions similar to those experienced at various operating speeds. Due
to Faraday’s law (4.5b), which states that electric rotor currents are induced
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Figure 5.1: Effects of rotor conductivity adjustments under constant current
excitation on (a) per-unit torque production for a 5 hp, 4-pole polyphase
induction motor and (b) per-unit force density production for a three-layer
system.
only in the presence of a time-varying magnetic field, system performance
examination is possible. In other words, induction occurs only when the sys-
tem’s mechanical speed (U) is not equal to the synchronous phase velocity
of the traveling fields produced by the stator excitation (Up). The normal-
ized difference between synchronous speed of the stator fields and mechanical
speed of the rotor is defined as the electromechanical slip s:
s =
Up − U
Up
. (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Measured per-unit torque for 3/4 hp, four-pole induction machine
and simulated per-unit force density for a three-layer electromechanical sys-
tem.
Slip may also be used to relate the induced electrical frequencies of the rotor
currents (fr) to the synchronous frequency of the machine excitation (fs):
fr = s fs. (5.2)
When the rotor is no longer able to rotate, the frequency-conserving induc-
tion process common to the stationary transformer is exhibited. The time-
varying frequency of the rotor currents matches that of the stator excitation.
Thus, with (5.2), stator frequency adjustments for a locked-rotor system are
comparable to slip variations within an ordinary induction machine.
This assessment was applied to a three-layer induction system whose iron
rotor laminations were wrapped in a magnetically anisotropic material char-
acterized by σ = 4.17 × 107 S/m, µx = 540.7µ0, and µy = 1.43µ0. The
resulting per-unit force density production is shown in Fig. 5.2. Experi-
mental validation of this unimodal performance function was done using a
three-phase, four-pole, 3/4 hp machine under constant current excitation.
Using a dynamometer to impede rotation and a modular inverter as the mo-
tor drive [43], Fig 5.2 displays the per-unit torque production using a peak
per-phase stator current of 2 A. The two waveforms in Fig. 5.2 do not repre-
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sent the same machine. Nevertheless, the agreement of system performance
in terms of torque and force density vs. frequency relationships further sup-
ports using the homogeneous anisotropic planar layer model as a design tool
capable of estimating machine performance relationships necessary to high-
light fundamental design trade-offs.
5.2 Outer Rotor Structure Material Evaluation
The combination of a simplified machine model with closed-form layer-based
integration of Maxwell’s equations supports electromechanical performance
estimates over a wide range of system parameters. The analytical solution
technique enables parameter sensitivity to be easily quantized and visualized.
This, in turn, allows for a tractable optimization process where subregion con-
stitutive parameters, along with layer thickness, may be chosen to maximize
a given objective function. A search over the entire design space should, in
principle, provide ideal values for model parameters, yet this result may not
yield useful design intuition. This insight, which is key to effective machine
synthesis, can be developed through studying performance sensitivities.
Consider a three-layer electromechanical system shown in Fig. 5.3 with pa-
rameters given in Table 5.1. The top and bottom layers represent an air gap
and z-directed iron laminations with a stacking factor of 0.95. Stacking fac-
tor, the ratio of cross-sectional area of iron laminations to the cross-sectional
area of the entire lamination stack, may be used to estimate the electro-
magnetic properties of the laminated structure. A representative model in
Fig. 5.4a shows iron laminations described by ¯¯µa, σa, da and the non-magnetic
insulative layer with ¯¯µb, σb, db. The stacking factor refers to either xz or yz
cross-sectional areas, and can be estimated as da/d.
The effective z-directed conductivity of this composite structure is zero,
due to the insulating material separating each magnetic lamination. The
reluctance (R) in the xy plane, however, is non-zero. Examining the con-
stituents separately, the directionally dependent reluctance of the two mate-
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Figure 5.3: Thee-layer electromechanical system.
Table 5.1: Three-Layer Model Parameters
Parameter Value
f 60 Hz
Kˆ 880.7 A/m
k 65.45 m−1
∆1 2.0 mm
∆2 10 mm
∆3 80 mm
rial layers is given by
Ra,x =
w
µa,x(lda)
Ra,y =
l
µa,y(wda)
Rb,x =
w
µb,x(ldb)
Rb,y =
l
µb,y(wdb)
.
(5.3)
Using lumped-parameter models, the formation of parallel reluctances in the
x direction allows the effective permeability of this structure to be approxi-
mated by
1
Reff,x
=
1
Ra,x
+
1
Rb,x
µeff,x(ld)
w
=
µa,x(lda)
w
+
µb,x(ldb)
w
µeff,x =
µa,xda + µb,xdb
d
.
(5.4)
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A similar approximation is used for µeff,y. The resulting composite mate-
rial prevents the flow of axial currents and, when da ≫ db, has transverse
magnetic permeability values nearly that of the iron lamination.
Iron
Insulation
Iron
Insulation
Iron
Insulation
Iron
x
z y
da
db
d
l w
(a)
a b a b
d
da db
x
y
(b)
Figure 5.4: Representative rank-1 laminate model of (a) iron lamination stack
and (b) periodic rotor slotting.
Fixing system geometry, and describing the top and bottom layers as previ-
ously mentioned, the remaining design parameters are the material properties
of the composite subregion (σ2, ¯¯µ2). Adjustment of these over the bounds
1× 105 S/m ≤ σ2 ≤ 1× 10
8 S/m
µ0 ≤ µ2,x ≤ 5× 10
4µ0 (5.5)
µ0 ≤ µ2,y ≤ 5× 10
4µ0
allows effects of outer rotor structure material parameters on system perfor-
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mance to be examined, and their sensitivities obtained. Due to the complex-
ity in performance expressions resulting from a multi-region layered structure
detailed in Chapter 4, a nominal composite material is chosen. The effects of
parameter deviations are examined in order to characterize system response.
A two-phase laminate structure comprised of copper : iron laminations at a
slotting ratio of 0.75 : 0.25 is shown in Fig. 5.4b, and is selected as the baseline
composite subregion. This slotting ratio is used to represent arrangements
common to the squirrel cage rotor structure. Equivalent electric and mag-
netic circuits are applied to obtain estimations for the effective homogeneous
anisotropic layer representation. The x-directed reluctance and z-directed
resistance are assumed to be composed of two parallel branches, one for the
copper-filled slot (material a) and the other for the iron tooth region (ma-
terial b). With µeff,x taking the same form as (5.4), and the effective axial
conductivity being similarly estimated as
σeff =
σada + σbdb
d
, (5.6)
series reluctances are used to estimate µeff,y:
Reff,y = Ra,y +Rb,y
d
µeff,y(Axz)
=
da
µa,y(Axz)
+
db
µb,y(Axz)
µeff,y =
d
µa,ydb + µb,yda
.
(5.7)
With the constituent material properties given in Table 5.2, the resulting
homogenized constitutive parameters for the nominal composite layer are
σeff = 4.46× 10
7 S/m, µeff,x = 475.76µ0, and µeff,y = 1.33µ0.
Table 5.2: Slotted Rotor Constituent Material Properties
Parameter
Value
Copper Iron Lamination
σ2 [S/m] 5.95×10
7 0
µ2,x [H/m] µ0 1900µ0
µ2,y [H/m] µ0 1900µ0
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Figure 5.5: Force density vs. frequency under locked-rotor operation for 0.2×,
1×, and 2.24× nominal composite layer conductivity.
5.2.1 Material Sensitivity Analysis
Electrical Conductivity
The consequences of rotor resistance variation on torque-speed relations for
a developed rotating induction machine are well understood. Approximate
equivalent circuit analysis indicates that as the resistance of the rotor wind-
ings is adjusted, the breakdown torque remains constant but occurs at dif-
ferent slip values (see, for example, Fig. 6.7 in [44]). This relationship is
shown in the three-layer system by adjusting electrical conductivity values
of the composite subregion (σ2). Keeping all other geometric and material
parameters constant, Fig. 5.5 shows force density production relations for
outer rotor layer conductivity values of 0.2×, 1×, and 2.24× nominal. As
expected, this relationship suggests that high composite layer conductivity
yields peak force density at low slip values. This operating condition, through
the inspection of (4.18), also implies low electrical power dissipation within
the rotor structure.
A more detailed evaluation of composite layer conductivity effects on sys-
tem performance is found in Fig. 5.6. Focusing first on force density produc-
tion, Fig. 5.6a again confirms that conductivity changes alter the operating
point of a system’s breakdown torque, which directly affects the ratings and
operating limits of a machine. Figure 5.6b provides information regarding
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Figure 5.6: (a) Force density and (b) electrical power dissipation density
dependence with respect to frequency and σ2 under locked-rotor operation.
I2R conduction losses associated with the force-producing currents within the
composite subregion. Although it is interesting to examine a large spectrum
of both slip-frequency and conductivity values, it is perhaps more illustra-
tive to view the power dissipation density-conductivity relation for a select
number of frequencies. Figure 5.7, which displays “slices” of Fig. 5.6b, shows
that increased conduction losses occur at higher conductivities for low slip
values, and at lower conductivities for high slip frequencies. This correlation
is due to the electromechanical slip required to provide a given force den-
sity at varying rotor conductivities. Though this performance metric alone
cannot be used to determine system efficiency (where it may be shown that,
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Figure 5.7: Power dissipation density vs. composite layer conductivity under
locked-rotor operation for select rotor frequencies.
because of current excitations, η = 1 − s [36]), it may be used to estimate
and monitor current density values within a particular material subregion.
Magnetic Permeability
Dependence of force density production on operating frequency and ¯¯µ2 un-
der locked-rotor operation is shown in Fig. 5.8. According to the sensitivities
displayed in Fig. 5.8a, to maximize rotor force density, µ2,x must also be
maximized. This design attribute may be explained by understanding that
with fixed machine excitations, the flux linking stator and rotor is determined
by the path reluctance of the air gap and rotor layers. For illustrative pur-
poses, Fig. 5.9 displays the resulting single-phase flux paths for a symmetric
three-phase, four-pole machine.
Due to the permeability assumptions made for both rotor core and stator
back iron, the only portion of the representative flux paths considered within
this model are associated with the air gap and outer rotor subregions. There-
fore, if machine geometry is fixed, rotor radial reluctance may be decreased
in order to maximize Bˆx and, through (4.17), maximize rotor force density
as well. It should be noted that the sensitivity of 〈Fd,y〉t to µ2,x decreases
rapidly as the relative permeability increases. This suggests that for a de-
sired operating speed, increased radial magnetic permeability is critical up to
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Figure 5.8: Force density dependence with respect to frequency and (a) µ2,x
and (b) µ2,y for locked-rotor operation.
Figure 5.9: Single-phase flux paths in a symmetrically excited four-pole ma-
chine [6].
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a point, yet further force production benefits become minimal with increased
x-directed permeability.
Figure 5.8b shows that to provide peak force density at low slip values,
the y-directed relative permeability of the rotor composite layer should be
as close to unity as possible. By analyzing (4.17), this particular machine
design characteristic may be further understood. When there is little de-
lay in magnetic diffusion, and thus low retardation in tangential magnetic
field formation (µy/µ0 ≈ 1), the force density upon the rotor surface will
be substantial. The sensitivity of force production with respect to µ2,y is
largest near the force density maximum. Thus, the tangential composite
layer magnetic permeability should be kept as close to µ0 as possible in order
to maximize force production.
5.2.2 Ideal Material Properties
Further analysis for a given machine geometry and excitation may be con-
ducted in order to emphasize additional design characteristics; however, only
outer layer rotor material decisions were evaluated within this system. For
the three-layer example, previously highlighted material trade-offs may be
taken into account when determining optimal parameter values. The practi-
cal importance of this sensitivity study is to uncover the direction of conven-
tional machine parameter changes required to obtain optimal system perfor-
mance.
If the design objective were to maximize force density, an optimization
procedure to select ideal composite layer material properties would be un-
dertaken. Utilizing Mathematica and the built-in function NMaximize[ ]
(which numerically calculates the global maximum of a multi-variate function
subject to constraints), the symbolic force density expression for a locked-
rotor system, 〈Fd,y〉t (f, σ2,
¯¯µ2), is maximized. The necessary excitation fre-
quency and material parameter combination are also determined. Composite
layer properties given in Table 5.3 are found to produce a maximum force
density of 1.782 N/m2 at an excitation frequency of 1.05 Hz (or a slip of
0.0175). The resulting force density-speed relationship is shown in Fig 5.10.
The sensitivity of each material parameter around the location of optimal
system performance is given in Fig. 5.11. With the magnetically anisotropic
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Table 5.3: Optimal Composite Layer Properties
Parameter Value
σ∗2 1×10
8 S/m
µ∗2,x 5×10
4µ0 H/m
µ∗2,y µ0 H/m
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Figure 5.10: Force density vs. rotor speed for optimal force producing com-
posite properties.
material properties held constant, Fig. 5.11a suggests that maximum force
density production is highly sensitive to changes in σ2. However, inspection
of Fig. 5.6a provides the understanding that the location of maximum force
density is sensitive to σ2 while its value remains insensitive. Figures 5.11b
and 5.11c again emphasize the necessity of a composite formation capable of
producing low effective permeability in the y direction while allowing for in-
creased permeability in the normal (x) direction. The high conductivity and
large degree of magnetic anisotropicity existing within the desired composite
layer do not describe material properties that align with any single known
substance. Therefore, a composite material synthesis procedure must be un-
dertaken in order to realize such properties, and is discussed in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.11: Force density dependence with respect to (a) σ2, (b) µ2,x, and
(c) µ2,y at the location of optimal composite material properties.
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CHAPTER 6
MACHINE REALIZATION
The layer optimization process provides immediate results with respect to
idealized machine configurations that can meet given design requirements.
The realization process, shown in Fig. 3.3b, is the general formation of a phys-
ical machine from the idealized planar layer structure. Results from optimal
subregion parameter determination offer two interpretations. First, if the
desired composite properties fall within the feasible range of present electric
machine materials, the approach can confirm evolution of established rotor
designs. Second, if conventional machine construction and materials cannot
provide the desired parameters, the development of composite structures to
achieve such system characteristics should be considered.
6.1 Conventional Periodic Slotting
Layer-based models used for induction machine analysis rely on material
smoothing to determine effective constitutive properties within inhomoge-
neous subregions. Generalizing the estimation process utilized within Chap-
ter 5, a periodic structure as shown in Fig. 6.1, akin to Fig. 5.4b, is consid-
ered. Electric and magnetic equivalent circuits are again used to determine
effective anisotropic material constants. As given in [35], the homogeneous
constitutive relations describing the slotted structure of Fig. 6.1 are
¯¯σeff ≈


(daσa,x + dbσb,x)
d
0 0
0
dσa,yσb,y
(dbσa,y + daσb,y)
0
0 0
(daσa,z + dbσb,z)
d


(6.1)
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¯¯µeff ≈


(daµa,x + dbµb,x)
d
0 0
0
dµa,yµb,y
(dbµa,y + daµb,y)
0
0 0
(daµa,z + dbµb,z)
d


, (6.2)
where subscripts a and b are again used to denote adjacent materials and
their respective tensor descriptions. The applicability of smoothing formulae
require that the wavelength of the traveling fields (2pi
k
) be significant com-
pared to slot pitch [32]. This condition (the zero frequency limit) ensures
insignificant spatial field variation throughout a slotting period, and thus al-
lows for the approximation of replacing periodic constituent material proper-
ties with a constant. It should also be noted that if the material constituents
are insulated from one another, σeff,y ≈ 0.
da
d
a b a b a b
db
x
y
Figure 6.1: Periodic slotting model used to realize effective homogeneous
anisotropic rotor layer.
Consider the application of Fig. 6.1 to the bar winding design of the squir-
rel cage induction machine. Material a represents the highly conductive
non-magnetic windings and material b is the surrounding iron lamination.
Figure 6.2 provides the effective composite permeabilities and conductivities
vs. tooth width ratio (db/d). As shown, only the normal relative permeabil-
ity (µeff,y) is highly sensitive to slot tooth pitch. A trade-off in slot shape
is apparent since a decrease in db produces desirable values for µeff,y and
σeff,z, yet increasing db would cause µeff,x to be maximized. Given the de-
sired magnetically anisotropic material properties, the underlying design of
the squirrel cage induction machine appears logical. Application of a reason-
able slot-width ratio provides the desired magnetically anisotropic composite
material characteristics through the applications of a two-phase, rank-1 lam-
inate structure.
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Figure 6.2: Effective (a) relative permeability and (b) conductivity of com-
posite region.
Given that periodic rotor slotting provides appropriate homogenized mate-
rial properties, a reverse mapping process may be used to realize an idealized
planar layer system. The inverse process, or de-homogenization approxi-
mation with lumped parameter models, may be used to determine rank-1
laminate characteristics that satisfy desired homogeneous constitutive pa-
rameters. The geometrical parameters describing relative laminate thickness
(da, db) are determined for a particular set of constituent materials and de-
sired effective material properties (σ∗2 , ¯¯µ
∗
2). Using the values for σ
∗
2 and ¯¯µ
∗
2
obtained in Chapter 5, appropriate geometric parameters for a system com-
prised of a highly-permeable rotor yoke surrounded by iron laminations with
copper-filled slots are determined. A slot : tooth ratio of 0.77 : 0.23 is found to
best approximate the ideal property combination. Applying (6.1) and (6.2),
effective material properties of this optimized slotted structure are given
in Table 6.1, where constituent material properties are found in Table 5.2.
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Table 6.1: Composite Layer Slotted Realization Effective Properties
Parameter Value
da : db 0.77 : 0.23
σ2 4.8×10
7 S/m
µ2,x 466.4µ0 H/m
µ2,y 1.3µ0 H/m
Constituent width ratios, as opposed to explicit slot widths, are determined.
Given proper length scales, this representation is able to provide an adequate
basis for preliminary machine realization. Constant ratios of rotor conduct-
ing material mass to magnetic material mass, as mentioned by Nurdin et
al. [22], cause little variation in machine characteristics and were used in
past induction machine synthesis procedures.
Estimated performance of this optimal periodic slotting arrangement is
compared to the 0.75 : 0.25 slotted nominal composite, a 0.5 : 0.5 slotted de-
sign, and the ideal effective composite material properties in Fig. 6.3. It
is seen that the degree of slotting strongly influences the location of maxi-
mum force density due to a variation in σ2. The force density benefit from
increased x-directed permeability appears minimal within a particular slot-
ting range. These expected design trade-offs were highlighted in Chapter 5.
The realized slotted structure is unable to yield the exact properties required
for maximum force density production. However, in some situations when
proper length scales are observed, it may provide a satisfactory approxima-
tion for maximizing a given objective function by utilizing common materials
as composite constituents. This initial design may act to guide further slot
refinement and optimization procedures.
6.2 Composite Formulation
Periodic slotting is just one macroscopic composite structure that may be
used to realize the desired anisotropic material properties within an electric
machine. Interpreting ideal layer parameters from a general composite point
of view, as opposed to the narrowed viewpoint of periodic slotting, allows
for the inclusion of a broad range of artificial material arrangements within
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Figure 6.3: Force density vs. frequency for various composite layer material
combinations.
electric machine design. Constitutive parameters obtained from the homo-
geneous layer model are assumed to be independent of scale. However, the
microstructure of real composite materials introduces scale effects. Homoge-
nization methods seek to assign suitable macrodescriptions for heterogenous
material bodies [45]. With desired electromagnetic macrodescriptions ob-
tained from layer model analysis, the inverse process requires the derivation
of a heterogenous material subregion that, when subjected to given boundary
conditions, yields the required macroscopic composite properties.
As detailed by Yan in [46], analytical composite homogenization theory has
grown from simplified methods, such as the classical approximation [47], to
much more rigorous procedures in the recent past. The classical approxima-
tion method, which shares many of the assumptions applied in the periodic
slotting formulae, assumes that classical field relations for electrical conduc-
tivity and magnetic permeability are valid for the composite structure. Ho-
mogeneous properties of each constituent are then replaced with an effective
value through the application of averaging procedures. Though an “averag-
ing” mechanism is required within all homogenization schemes, its applica-
bility to a particular composite structure is directly related to the choice of a
representative volume element (RVE). These elements, or three-dimensional
samples of the composite media, provide a material volume in which compos-
ite properties are assumed to be statistically homogeneous (SH). Thus, when
considering composite material sample sizes comparable to the chosen RVE,
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Figure 6.4: Common procedure used in composite material homogenization
process (adapted from [46]).
property averages are independent of sample location. A common procedure
for determining effective property tensors within a generalized composite is
shown in Fig. 6.4. First, the material is examined at the appropriate scale in
order for proper RVE selection. Applying applicable boundary conditions,
micro fields within the RVE are solved and an averaging procedure is used
to determine average tensors for the volume element. Finally, based on the
symmetry of the composite and choice of RVE, effective material property
tensors are established.
More rigorous composite homogenization models, when compared to the
lumped parameter description of Fig. 6.1, allow for the exact determina-
tion of micro fields within complex structures. Instead of forming simplified
homogenization and de-homogenization models for existing composite struc-
tures (e.g., periodic slotting), attractive new artificial materials may be intro-
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Figure 6.5: A fibrous composite consisting of conducting cylinders imbedded
within matrix material.
Figure 6.6: Example of a two-phase, second-rank laminate [38].
duced to electric machines. These may include the unidirectional composite
shown in Fig. 6.5, which consists of a matrix material in which continuous
and aligned conducting wires are embedded, or a range of other fibrous com-
posites. Evolved laminate structures for rotor layers, illustrated through a
second-rank arrangement shown in Fig. 6.6, offer other design possibilities.
A radially laminated rotor structure is an intuitive application of compos-
ite structures to the rotating electric machine design, and has been consid-
ered previously by Wilson et al. [48]. Layers of conductive and magnetically
permeable isotropic materials were deposited upon a solid rotor in order to
improve electrical characteristics while retaining the necessary mechanical
strength desired for high-speed applications. Experimental investigations
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have shown the performance benefits that are possible from these radially
laminated isotropic composites [49].
Induction machine rotor designs often utilize closed or semi-closed slotting
structures in an effort to reduce effective air gap lengths while decreasing ma-
chine losses, vibration, and noise due to spatial slot reluctance variation [50].
However, drawbacks of these slotting arrangements include increased leak-
age reactance, which may lead to decreased machine torque performance.
Trusted design tables recommending pole and slot combinations are also
commonly relied upon to provide favorable operating conditions for the in-
duction machine.
By introducing a heterogeneous material structure that offers nearly ho-
mogeneous interactions with the produced traveling fields, evolved composite
materials have the potential to dramatically change machine configurations
while providing design realizations that more closely match desired machine
properties. In addition to performance benefits, the formation of select com-
posite structures could even be easier or cheaper to manufacture and assem-
ble. These possibly suggest the range of application and appeal of formalized
homogenization and de-homogenization procedures to the formation of inno-
vative electric machine arrangements.
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CHAPTER 7
LINEAR INDUCTION MOTOR
EXPERIMENT
The applicability of the applied homogeneous layer model to the linear in-
duction motor (LIM) is apparent through its planar nature. In order to test
the validity of the developed design tool and its ability to estimate ideal
composite arrangements, experiments have been performed using a double-
sided stator LIM described in [36, 51–53]. A solid aluminum secondary was
used as a nominal design, and a subregion optimization procedure was under-
taken in order to obtain ideal material properties capable of maximizing force
density. The desired effective composite properties were realized through pe-
riodic slotting structures, and recorded measurements were compared against
the expected simulated results.
7.1 LIM Arrangement
The LIM considered in this thesis is shown in Fig. 7.1. A symmetric three-
phase excitation is series-wound over a core constructed of M19 steel lami-
nations with 36 slots per side. Primary (stator) windings are single-layered
with 35 turns per slot with a resulting pole pitch (τp) of 3 cm. The system
is excited using a three-phase, constant volts-per-hertz inverter drive [54].
The secondary (rotor) is mounted on a fiberglass shuttle that is free to glide
along two cylindrical metal tracks situated parallel to the stator axis. Both
the stator and rotor rails are firmly mounted to a fiberglass platform provid-
ing a rigid base free from twisting and shearing. Due to imperfections arising
during production, machine dimensions are not completely uniform across
all material lengths. Thus average system dimensions are given in Fig. 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Laboratory arrangement, (b) abbreviated LIM system geom-
etry showing 5 of the 36 stator slots, and (c) a detailed overhead view of
stator and rotor (adapted from [51]).
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Figure 7.2: Thee-layer electromechanical system for double-sided LIM.
7.2 Machine Representation and Composite
Realization
The LIM arrangement, when represented using an idealized homogeneous
planar layer model, becomes a three-layer structure as shown in Fig. 7.2.
Current densities on the upper and lower system boundaries are calculated
using the procedure discussed by O’Connell in [36]. The representation of
system excitation is transferred from current-carrying primary coils to an
equivalent current sheet by matching the fundamental frequency component
of the air gap magnetomotive force. Following a routine similar to that in
Chapter 5, the effects of material parameter adjustments within the sec-
ondary are considered. All material properties are regarded as linear. A
surface current density of |Kˆ| = 35000 A/m is used within the initial study
of parameter sensitivity, and all trade-offs are assumed to scale to other exci-
tation magnitudes. The nominal composite subregion is characterized by the
isotropic, paramagnetic material properties of a solid aluminum rotor (alloy
Al6061 with T6511 temper) with σ = 2.4662× 107 S/m.
By applying the composite material parameter bounds of (5.5), secondary
material trade-offs may be highlighted, and ideal composite properties deter-
mined. Figure 7.3 provides force (or, equivalently, thrust) density sensitivity
with respect to electrical conductivity of the secondary. It is seen, as is ex-
pected, that when the conductivity of the secondary increases, the location
of maximum force production occurs closer to synchronous speed. Therefore,
proper selection of secondary conductivity is crucial in achieving system per-
formance for a desired operating speed and load. Figure 7.4 shows the effects
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Figure 7.3: Force density dependence with respect to frequency and σ2 for a
locked-secondary.
of composite layer magnetic permeability on LIM system performance. As
was noted for the three-layer example from Chapter 5, in order to obtain
maximum force density, a magnetically anisotropic secondary structure is
required. Figure 7.4a provides sensitivities to relative permeability adjust-
ments in the normal (x) direction. The sensitivity
∂〈Fd,y〉
t
∂µ2x
is largest when
the relative value of µ2,x is unity. Increasing µ2,x has the effect of reducing
the effective machine air gap. This reduction increases the flux linking the
secondary, and results in larger force densities. Figure 7.4b shows that the
tangential magnetic permeability must, once more, be reduced in order to
obtain a decreased y-directed magnetic diffusion time, leading to increased
force density production.
Consider a reference frequency of fs = 60 Hz used to obtain a synchronous
speed of 3.6 m/s (Up = 2τpfs), and a design objective to maximize thrust
capabilities of the LIM shown in Fig. 7.1. Using the discussed trade-offs
in order to appropriately constrain force density maximization, it is found
that the secondary should have material properties of σ2 = 4.66× 10
7 S/m,
µ2,x = 5 × 10
4µ0, and µ2,y = µ0 in order to provide maximum force density
at a slip frequency of 27 Hz. As was previously discussed, the location of
maximum force density production depends mainly upon the conductivity of
the secondary while the magnitude is dominated by its magnetic properties.
Therefore, the given desired conductivity value merely provides a compos-
ite material combination corresponding to a force density maximum at a
particular slip frequency. A variation in composite conductivity, given this
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Figure 7.4: Force density dependence with respect to frequency and (a) µ2,x
and (b) µ2,y for a locked-secondary.
large degree of magnetic anisotropy, adjusts the frequency associated with
maximum force production.
Iron was chosen, through the application of the periodic slotting compos-
ite realization discussed in Section 6.1, to increase the normal component of
magnetic permeability within the secondary. Corresponding to a force max-
imum at a slip frequency of 54.6 Hz, the ideal slotting ratio was found to be
0.89 : 0.11 for aluminum : iron, with effective homogeneous property tensors
given in Table 7.1. Given that the magnetic permeability of iron and the
electrical conductivity of aluminum are both well below the desired values
of 5×104µ0 and 1 × 10
9 S/m, respectively, the optimal composite property
tensors are unattainable through periodic slotting. The largest relative dif-
ference between the optimal material properties and the estimated tensors of
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Figure 7.5: Force density dependence with respect to frequency and σ2 for a
locked-secondary.
the slotted construction is the x-directed relative permeability, with values
of 50000 and 227.99, respectively. Despite this, the calculated force density
maximum for the slotted realization is 0.9% less than the performance of the
optimal composite structure, again displaying the decreased effects of µ2,x as
its relative value is increased past unity. Figure 7.5 shows the simulated per-
formance for four composite arrangements: the nominal uniform aluminum
secondary, a 0.5 : 0.5 slotted design, the ideal slotted structure, and the opti-
mal effective composite properties. Through planar layer model estimations,
periodic slotting composites are theoretically capable of providing increased
force density performance over a non-magnetic uniform aluminum secondary.
Table 7.1: Ideal Slotting Effective Material Properties
Parameter Value
da : db 0.89 : 0.11
σ2 2.30×10
7 S/m
µ2,x 227.99µ0 H/m
µ2,y 1.13µ0 H/m
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Figure 7.6: Secondary composite constructions: uniform aluminum (top),
combed slot realization (middle), and closed slot realization (bottom).
Calibration mass
Pulley
Secondary Primary
Mounting platform
Track
Spring scale
Figure 7.7: Experimental setup for LIM (adapted from [51]).
7.3 Experiment
To examine the effectiveness of the ideal planar layer model in determining
improved initial machine configurations, three LIM secondary arrangements
were experimentally tested. As shown in Fig. 7.6, in addition to an isotropic
material, the performance of two slotted composite realizations was studied.
Pictured from top to bottom is the uniform Al6061 alloy, a thinly slotted
periodic structure resembling a “comb” configuration, and a closed-slot ar-
rangement with increased slot pitch. All secondary structures have overall
dimensions detailed in Fig. 7.1b.
An experimental arrangement following Fig. 7.7 was used to replicate the
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operating conditions exhibited throughout the simulated performance tests.
The secondary was centered across the primary stack, with taut nylon line
attaching one end of the rotor to a stabilized spring scale, while the other end
was attached, through a pulley, to a mass used for calibration purposes. The
drive was excited to create force away from the spring scale at each desired
operating frequency. With the stator coils energized, the arrangement was
calibrated in order to remove the effects of bearing and pulley friction, and
the system was then allowed to return to a steady-state locked-secondary
position. Once returned to rest, the total force produced by the system was
read directly from the spring scale. This measurement was then converted
to force density by dividing by the effective cross-sectional area of the stator
stack, As = 0.01825 m
2. The spring scale was experimentally calibrated
for friction by first loading the de-energized system with a 0.5 kg mass. The
position of the secondary was then adjusted by hand in order to compress the
spring, and then released. The perturbation displacement force that allowed
the spring to return to the appropriate value for each machine arrangement
was used to calibrate the spring scale readings during measurements [36].
Construction of a force density vs. slip frequency curve was accomplished
through the following procedure. The drive was set to the desired source
frequency and energized. The post-calibration electromechanical force pro-
duction was then measured using the spring scale. The inverter drive provides
constant flux control, unlike the idealized model of Fig. 7.2 which assumes
constant current excitation. Therefore in order to correctly match model es-
timates with experimental results, primary coil current was recorded at each
operating frequency. This procedure was administered for all three secondary
arrangements. The raw experimental data is presented in Appendix B, and is
accompanied by corresponding simulated results for each current/frequency
operating condition.
7.3.1 Uniform Aluminum
As a homogeneous isotropic material, the uniform aluminum secondary is
assumed to provide strong agreement with the performance estimations from
the idealized planar layer model. However, applicability of the two-dimensional
theory will be evident when comparisons are made to experimental measure-
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ments, especially considering edge-effects unique to the LIM [55]. The planar
layer model assumes infinite extension of the electromechanical system in the
z direction and allows ∂/∂z→ 0. This assumption permits the entire upper
and lower secondary xz surfaces to be of equal potential, resulting in forced
current flow parallel to the z-axis at all points. Field independence in the z
direction simulates zero-resistance secondary “end-rings” when referring to
the LIM arrangement.
Performance estimates for the uniform aluminum design under two sepa-
rate volts-per-hertz excitation ratios are compared with the measured data
in Fig. 7.8. The ideal planar layer model is seen to provide force density es-
timates that agree very well with measured results, especially at low-to-mid
slip values. Considering the finite depth of the secondary (7.6 cm), the ap-
plicability of the end-termination assumptions to the laboratory experiment
is likely to influence the accuracy of model estimates.
Under the action of induced electromotive forces governed by Faraday’s
law, electrical currents are expected to flow within the rotor structure of an
induction machine. In a caged (periodic slotting) arrangement, the existence
of high inter-bar impedance confines currents to flow in paths defined by the
conducting bars and end-rings [56]. However, for a homogeneous structure
such as the uniform aluminum sheet under consideration, currents are able
to flow in paths that are in approximate space quadrature from the flux
distributions created by the primary windings. The paths allow currents to
no longer flow purely in lines parallel to the z-axis within the constructed
double-sided linear induction motor. As a result, flow patterns become much
more complicated. Actual z-directed current densities (Jz), instead of being
constant, are expected to be largest in the vertical center of the secondary and
vanish at the ends. Tangential current density (Jy) is presumed to be zero in
the center and maximum along the upper and lower composite boundaries,
resulting in the formation of circular or elliptically induced current paths.
The existence of tangential currents, in conjunction with finite extension of
the secondary, introduces transverse edge-effects that are not accounted for
within the simulation [56–58]. As the slip frequency increases, the effects of
tangential current flux formation become more severe, causing field values to
no longer be effectively approximated using single-frequency time-harmonic
solutions. The resulting air gap field values exhibit variation in the transverse
(z) direction, tending for non-ideal thrust producing conditions.
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Figure 7.8: Measured and calculated force density vs. slip frequency relations
for Al6061 arrangement and drive flux ratings of (a) Vmax/fmax = 40/60 V·s
and (b) Vmax/fmax = 30/60 V·s.
Inclusion of end-termination effects in composite conductivity tensors, as
alluded to by Dorairaj and Krishnamurthy [34], allows for proper field anal-
ysis and performance estimations for an existing machine. The same is true
for a design tool capable of providing correct initial machine realizations.
Due to the restriction placed on current flow, however, the proposed system
model prohibits the direct inclusion of longitudinal end-effects in the forma-
tion of homogenized composite layer conductivities. Transverse conductivity
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may be decreased to partially account for finite end-termination resistance,
but this would not accurately resolve the displayed non-idealities. Electrically
anisotropic subregion descriptions are required. These have been used in past
analysis of speciality induction motors [59]. Complete material anisotropy, as
utilized by Williamson [35], may account for many non-idealities examined
within physical machines; however, its application may not be inherently
useful within a first-step design tool.
7.3.2 Comb-Slotted Structure
A potential realization for the optimal composite subregion parameters is
given in Fig. 7.9. The configuration was created by cutting 30 thin, 5.72 cm
long slots from the bottom of an aluminum secondary. An iron sheet was
inserted into the slot and bonded with conducting epoxy, and the remain-
ing portion was spot-welded shut. With an average aluminum : iron slotting
ratio of 0.937 : 0.063, the associated effective property constants are given
in Table 7.2. Aluminum material properties were assumed to be identical
to the values measured for the uniform aluminum secondary, and the iron
was expected to be isotropic with material properties of µ = 2000µ0 and
σ = 1.03× 107 S/m.
Given the slotting arrangement of Fig. 7.9, it is expected that the compos-
ite realization does not appropriately satisfy the assumptions applied within
the idealized two-dimensional layer analysis. With unequal conducting re-
gions surrounding the slot, the construction mimics a cage-type arrangement
with a lower end-ring of decreased conductivity. The increased impedance of
the iron slots nearly confines all induced secondary currents to flow within
the surrounding aluminum teeth. However, since the lower portion of the
secondary structure is comprised (longitudinally) of either aluminum, epoxy,
and iron, or aluminum and welded joints, the path impedance is much higher
than the aluminum tooth, to say the least. This increased impedance hinders
the continuation of current flow beyond one slot pitch; and without detailed
field analysis, it is expected to hinder the development of force-producing
currents within the secondary.
Figure 7.10 displays both measured and calculated results for two exci-
tation drive ratios. Due to a loss of material linearity from machining, the
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Figure 7.9: Comb slotted composite realization.
Table 7.2: Comb Slotting Effective Material Properties
Parameter Value
da : db 0.937 : 0.063
σ2 2.38×10
7 S/m
µ2,x 126.94µ0 H/m
µ2,y 1.067µ0 H/m
distance separating the primary stacks was extended to 14.05 mm, and was
found to greatly reduce the attractive forces between the primary and sec-
ondary, allowing for improved measurement repeatability. The resulting air
gaps were therefore extended to 3.85 mm. Unlike the nominal design, simu-
lated system performance for the slotted secondary arrangement is far greater
than the measured values, even at low slip frequencies. The measured force
densities were, on average, 78.2% and 79.1%, less than the estimated per-
formance using the idealized planar layer model. These disparities were ex-
pected to be, in part, due to transverse edge-effects; however, their magnitude
implies that other model assumptions were not properly exercised within the
physical system.
The agreement of Fig. 7.8 provides a model accuracy baseline due to the
isotropic, homogeneous nature of its secondary construction. Since there ex-
isted no permeability variation between the primary stacks for the uniform
aluminum case, the dominating source of error (assuming perfect material
property knowledge) may be attributed to the assumption that subregion
currents remain purely unidirectional, providing ideal sinusoidal spatial air
gap field distribution. The introduction of magnetic material into the slot-
ted secondary structure was motivated predominately by the goal of increas-
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Figure 7.10: Measured and calculated force density vs. slip frequency rela-
tions for comb-slotted structure and drive flux ratings of (a) Vmax/fmax =
40/60 V·s and (b) Vmax/fmax = 30/60 V·s.
ing µ2,x while keeping the longitudinal permeability as low as possible. As
shown in Fig. 7.4a, the sensitivity of x-directed relative permeability is largest
around 1, thus implying that any µ2,x > µ0 will have a tremendous impact on
force production. The fact is, however, that the estimated performance im-
provements caused by magnetic material insertion hinges on two additional
underlying model assumptions. The first is that the composite realization
provides an adequate level of homogeneity to ensure application of constant
property tensors throughout the entire structure, and the second is that all
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Figure 7.11: Effects of iron slot saturation on estimated force density pro-
duction for a drive flux rating of Vmax/fmax = 30/60 V·s .
materials remain magnetically linear.
As noted in Section 6.1, the applicability of the periodic slotting smooth-
ing formulae may break down as the slot width becomes comparable to the
wavelength of the traveling field. For an induction system, the velocity of the
traveling field depends on both the temporal and spatial frequencies of the
primary windings, but the spatial wavelength depends solely on the winding
configuration (pole pitch) of the primary. Thus it is required that 2τp ≫ d.
For the LIM under consideration, τp = 3 cm and a full period of the com-
posite slotting structure is 2.54 cm. Given that these two lengths are of the
same scale, the composite subregion realization may not adequately provide
the level of desired homogeneity assumed within the model.
With an effective cross-sectional area of 0.91 cm2, saturation of the thin
iron slot is likely. The effects of iron saturation may be represented within
model estimates through a decrease in respective magnetic permeability, and
are again compared against the measured data in Fig. 7.11. Agreement of the
fully saturated force-density profile (with µiron reduced from 2000µ0 to µ0)
with the experimental results suggests that the magnetic material property
assumptions are not fully applicable to the combed slotting realization. In
addition, the effective conductivity error—in the form of material property
estimations and transverse edge inclusion—are again more pronounced than
the uniform aluminum arrangement.
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Figure 7.12: Closed-slot composite realization.
7.3.3 Closed-Slot Structure
The final composite realization to be considered has a slotting ratio of 0.5 : 0.5,
resulting in a closed-slot design with a solid aluminum region existing both
above and below the slotting arrangement. Figure 7.12, along with the lower
portion of Fig. 7.6, displays the resulting 40-slot structure. With uniform
aluminum transverse edges and the existence of four slotting periods per
periodic wavelength, compared to the previous composite secondary, this
structure more closely satisfies internal model assumptions. The finite depth
of the secondary enables transverse edge-effects to remain a factor in thrust
production, yet construction encourages secondary currents to more closely
follow the distribution that is expected from a homogeneous material.
Before zinc-coated iron bands were embedded into the closed slots of the
secondary, measured system performance was compared against calculated
values for the air-filled composite, and is shown in Fig. 7.13. The associated
effective material properties used for the model estimations are given in Ta-
ble 7.3, where the material properties of the machined aluminum are again
assumed to be 2.4662 × 107 S/m. The measured force density values were,
on average, 25% lower than the estimates obtained from the layer model.
The two curves imply that the point of maximum force density production
for the physical machine occurs at a higher slip frequency. With both ma-
terial constituents being non-magnetic, the effective air gap is 1.25 cm, and
no permeance ripple exists. Therefore, the differences in performance for the
air-filled arrangement, especially at low slip values, can be mainly attributed
to errors in effective composite layer conductivity.
To quantify this performance inconsistency, the difference between mea-
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Figure 7.13: Measured, calculated, and adjusted force density vs. slip fre-
quency relations for the closed air-filled slotted arrangement and a drive flux
rating of Vmax/fmax = 40/60 V·s.
Table 7.3: Closed-Slot Effective Material Properties
Parameter
Value
Air Slot Iron Slot
da : db 0.5 : 0.5 0.5 : 0.5
σ2 [S/m] 1.23×10
7 1.75×107
µ2,x [H/m] µ0 1000.5µ0
µ2,y [H/m] µ0 2.00µ0
sured and calculated force densities for slip frequencies up to 15 Hz is con-
sidered. An effective conductivity of 9.85×106 S/m is found to minimize the
l2-norm of this difference. The resulting performance relationship is shown in
Fig. 7.13, and is labeled as “Adjusted.” The decrease in z-directed composite
conductivity (from 1.75×107 S/m) is seen to provide a much closer approxi-
mation to measured performance. With material properties of the aluminum
assumed to be equivalent to the measured values of the uniform secondary
in Section 7.3.1, the adjusted conductivity value may represent deviation in
actual material properties. Assuming accuracy of the mixing formulas given
in Chapter 6, the adjustment factor implies an aluminum conductivity of
1.97× 107 S/m. Although reasonable, the noted conductivity adjustment is
most likely due to both unsuitable material conductivity value assumptions
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Figure 7.14: Force density vs. slip frequency relations for the refined slotted
arrangement and drive flux ratings of (a) Vmax/fmax = 40/60 V·s and (b)
Vmax/fmax = 30/60 V·s.
and the effects of material slotting within effective z-directed conductivity
estimates.
Machine performance for the fully assembled secondary structure with iron
inserts is shown in Fig. 7.14. With an observed increase in x-directed attrac-
tive forces between the primary and secondary due to unequal air gaps and
increased linking flux, the stator stack separation was once again increased
to 14.05 mm to permit repeatable measurements. In addition to providing
force density estimations for the composite properties given in Table 7.3,
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Figure 7.15: Effects of iron slot saturation on estimated force density pro-
duction for a drive flux rating of Vmax/fmax = 40/60 V·s .
Fig. 7.14a also displays performance for an adjusted aluminum conductiv-
ity of 1.97 × 107 S/m. Measured LIM force production for the composite
secondary remains below calculated estimates. As expected, however, when
compared to the comb-slotted structure, the obtained experimental values
more closely follow the idealized relationships. Measured force density val-
ues given in Fig. 7.14a are, on average, 64.2% and 58.7% less than planar
layer estimates for the effective and adjusted material tensor descriptions,
respectively.
The effects of iron slot saturation on calculated planar layer estimates
are given in Fig. 7.15. Using the results from Fig. 7.13, which display the
discrepancies associated with improper handling of composite conductivity
estimates within the closed-slot structure, the effects of the introduction of
magnetic permeability on system performance can be examined. Without
taking into account the effects of conductivity estimate errors (which have
been shown to increase expected performance), a fully saturated composite is
shown to provide force density estimates below measured values. This obser-
vation, although subtle, suggests that improved force density production was
attained through an increase in x-directed composite subregion permeability.
The decrease in effective magnetic composite permeability is expected to be
a result of both material nonlinearity and magnetic inhomogeneity resulting
from the slotted structure.
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7.4 Discussion
The experimental findings discussed in Section 7.3 provide an understand-
ing of the applicability of initial composite machine arrangements formed
using the idealized planar layer model. Force density error was expected to
be lowest for the uniform aluminum secondary, and the consistency between
theoretical and measured results at low-to-mid slip values supported this hy-
pothesis. Existence of transverse edge-effects within the LIM was discussed,
and suggested as a feasible explanation for the exhibited discrepancies. In
addition to recognizing the effect of non-unidirectional current flow within
both slotted composite realizations, the secondary arrangements were not
seen to exhibit properties that provided complete agreement with internal
magnetic permeability model assumptions. Due to large force density sen-
sitivity at relative composite permeability values near unity, the effects of
magnetic material inhomogeneity and saturation on force density estimates
were noted. The closed slotting composite realization was seen to yield phys-
ical characteristics capable of providing a level of model compliance in order
to provide performance improvements through the introduction of secondary
magnetic anisotropy.
Although the levels of performance improvement were not as significant
as expected, the results provide verification of the effects that are possi-
ble with the utilization of composite material structures in an LIM setting.
The physical construction and associated compliance of model assumptions
were detailed, and with proper design specifications, the model is capable
of providing a platform for desirable initial electric machine specification.
Measured performance deviations for the slotted composite realizations pro-
vided valuable insight into the limitations associated with the simplified two-
dimensional de-homogenization procedures. The need for more detailed re-
alization methods is evident from these experimental procedures, and may
act to drive the design of future machine arrangements.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis considers a tractable framework for preliminary synthesis of elec-
tric machines based on material optimization. The motivation is rooted in
the underlying structure of the modern induction machine. It emulates past
arrangements which were created using design tables and empirical rules.
The three-phase line-fed squirrel cage induction machine has undergone an
evolution, resulting in increased performance and decreased machine size.
The overall design, however, has remained nearly unchanged—conductive
materials within the stator and rotor are surrounded by highly permeable
laminations in a periodic slotting arrangement in order to maximize and
control the flux linking the stator and rotor.
A composite mapping process of induction machine materials was intro-
duced. It builds on the strong foundation of anisotropic layer theory in
induction device analysis. By inverting the transformation used within past
analysis procedures, the application of homogeneous anisotropic planar layer
models within the early stages of machine design became apparent. Viewing
the idealized model from a composite-structure point of view allows for the
inclusion of artificial man-made materials. Removal of previous a posteri-
ori design constraints associated with common machine arrangements and
materials causes the effective design space to expand.
An illustrative three-layer example was used to display the tool’s potential
in highlighting fundamental material trade-offs that exist within the outer
rotor structure of an induction machine. Through an optimization process
based on force density maximization, ideal constitutive parameters were de-
termined for the composite subregion. The desired magnetically anisotropic
material properties imply a composite synthesis process be used for physical
realization; thus, de-homogenization procedures are required. Although pa-
rameter sensitivity studies and initial machine realizations may not always
provide feasible machine designs, even in a composite-structure framework,
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they can act as a compass showing the direction of change required for select
machine parameters.
A double-sided linear induction machine was used to experimentally ex-
amine the tool’s effectiveness in determining “from-scratch” machine designs.
Using a uniform aluminum secondary, along with two periodic slotting com-
posite realizations, system performance was studied. The measurements pro-
vided good agreement with theory for the uniform arrangement, and the
applicability of the idealized two-dimensional model assumptions to three-
dimensional systems was illustrated through the slotted constructions. Ar-
rangements enabling improved application of homogenization assumptions
were seen to provide results capable of yielding minor force-density improve-
ments. Experiments were able to shed light on possible performance im-
provements when proper composite structures are constructed. Despite the
fact that the fabricated arrangements were unable to produce a level of com-
posite homogeneity used within the model, the potential of more detailed
de-homogenization procedures in creating desirable machine arrangements is
clear.
Future research will explore the application of developed homogenization
and de-homogenization procedures to the machine analysis and design pro-
cess. Exploitation of the zero-frequency limit existing within particular ma-
chine arrangements should be explored, and its potential for determining
macroscopic composite descriptions examined. A need for the design and fab-
rication of initial structures that more closely approximate model estimates
is indisputable, and should be the focus of future research efforts. In addi-
tion, metamaterials, and the application of their interesting microscopic con-
stituent interactions, could provide an interesting forum for research within
electromechanical devices. With the possibility of creating innovative new
machine arrangements, the hope is that the projection of electric machines
into a composite structure framework is met with great interest and, most
importantly, an open mind.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF SELECT
PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS
A.1 Force Density Calculation Using Maxwell Stress
Tensors
Maxwell stress tensors (MSTs) allow force to be expressed as a function
of field quantities alone [39, 41]. This is particularly useful when dealing
with layered electromechanical systems where transfer relations are applied
in order to find field values along layer boundaries. A generalized second-
order stress tensor,
~~T , is defined such that
~Fd = ∇ ·
~~T, (A.1)
or the mth component of force density is given as
Fd,m =
∂Tmn
∂iˆn
. (A.2)
Here, the vector iˆn is considered to be a standard right-hand Cartesian co-
ordinate direction. Hence, if the y-directed force density is desired, then
Fd,y =
∂Tyx
∂x
+
∂Tyy
∂y
+
∂Tyz
∂z
= ∇ · (Tyxxˆ+ Tyy yˆ + Tyz zˆ)
= ∇ · ~Gy.
(A.3)
Suppose attention is placed on a system enclosed within a volume V , then
the net force acting on the volume in the y direction is
Fy =
∫
V
Fd,y dV =
∫
V
∇ · ~Gy dV. (A.4)
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Application of the divergence theorem1 allows for the expression
Fy =
∮
S
~Gy · nˆdS =
∮
S
Tynnˆn dS. (A.5)
Here, the surface S encloses the volume V , and has an outward-directed unit
vector nˆ whose nth component is given by nˆn.
Now consider a planar layered geometry of Fig. A.1, which encloses a vol-
ume V and has surfaces with normals in the Cartesian coordinate directions.
The net y-directed force on the layered object may be formulated as
Fy =
∮
S
(TyxdSx + TyydSy + TyzdSz) . (A.6)
Here, dSn denotes the differential surface area normal to the n direction and
nˆdS = dSxxˆ+ dSyyˆ + dSz zˆ. Using this, (A.6) becomes
Fy =
∫
S1
Tyxdydz +
∫
S2
Tyydxdz −
∫
S3
Tyxdydz
−
∫
S4
Tyydxdz −
∫
S5
Tyzdxdy +
∫
S6
Tyzdxdy.
(A.7)
With an expression for net y-directed force, the goal now is to obtain proper
formulations for the stress tensor
~~T . For an electromechanical system where
force generating components of electric field are negligible compared to that
of magnetic fields, the components of the second-rank Maxwell stress tensor
for real-valued fields are given by
Tmn = µHmHn −
δmn
2
µH2, (A.8)
where µ exists for the region containing the surface S.
Assuming the system is described similarly to Chapter 4, where there exists
a pure traveling-wave excitation with complex-valued fields and no variation
in the z direction, (A.7) is reduced to
Fy =
∫
S1
Tyxdydz +
∫
S2
Tyydxdz −
∫
S3
Tyxdydz −
∫
S4
Tyydxdz. (A.9)
1
∫
V
(∇ · ~A) dV =
∮
S
~A · nˆ dS
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Figure A.1: Stress components acting on an N -layer planar system in the y
direction.
By taking dy to be equal to one fundamental length of spatial periodicity
(2pi
k
), the integration of MST on surfaces S2 and S4 cancel. The time-average
net force may then be given as
〈Fy〉t =
[
〈Tyx〉t|S1 − 〈Tyx〉t|S3
]
dydz. (A.10)
Temporal averaging2 then provides a convenient expression for the y-directed
force density per unit yz area exhibited upon a particular layered subregion:
〈Fd,y〉t =
〈Fy〉t
dxdy
=
1
2
Re
[
BˆxHˆ
∗
y
]
S1
−
1
2
Re
[
BˆxHˆ
∗
y
]
S3
. (A.11)
A.2 Electrical Power Dissipation
Electromechanical energy conversion through the induction process involves
power loss due to electrical power dissipation. For the layered system de-
scribed in Chapter 4, the magnetoquasistatic form of Poynting’s theorem in
a primed reference frame moving at the speed of the rotor is given by [39]:
∇′ ·
(
~E ′ × ~H ′
)
−
∂
∂t′
(
1
2
µ ~H ′ · ~H ′
)
= ~E ′ · ~J ′f . (A.12)
2From [39]:
〈
Re
[
Aˆej(ωt−ky)Bˆej(ωt−ky)
]〉
t
= 12Re
[
Aˆe−jkyBˆe−jky
∗
]
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Figure A.2: Enclosed volume V with fundamental periodicity length in the
y direction.
Removal of material velocity in the primed reference frame causes electrical
power dissipation (right hand side of (A.12)) to represent the sole source of
outward flux of electromechanical power density in the volume V ′. Therefore,
the power dissipation density within a volume V in the laboratory reference
frame is
Pd = −∇ ·
(
~E ′ × ~H +
1
2
~Uµ ~H · ~H
)
−
∂
∂t
(
1
2
µ ~H · ~H
)
. (A.13)
Consider the single planar subregion of Fig. A.2, where again there is no
variation in the z direction and the volume V is enclosed by a surface of
fundamental length of periodicity in the y direction. When the system is in
steady state, the time-average contribution of the second term in (A.13) is
zero, and the divergence theorem may be used to represent power loss as the
evaluation of a surface integral:
∫
V
〈Pd〉t dV =
∮
S
−
〈
~E ′ × ~H +
1
2
~Uµ ~H · ~H
〉
t
· nˆdS. (A.14)
Contributions of S2 and S4 cancel due to periodicity, and the second term
on the right-hand side of (A.14) vanishes because of purely y-directed layer
motion. Application of proper complex-valued averages allows the time-
and space-average power dissipation per unit yz area for a layer m to be
represented as
〈Pd〉yt = −
1
2
Re
[
j(ω − kUm)
(
Aˆm,zHˆ
∗
m,y|S1 − Aˆm,zHˆ
∗
m,y|S3
)]
. (A.15)
Applying the fact that Bˆm,x = −jkAˆm,z, power dissipation density may be
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written in terms of the force density exhibited upon the mth system layer as
〈Pd〉yt =
ω − kUm
k
〈Fd,y〉t. (A.16)
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APPENDIX B
LINEAR INDUCTION MACHINE
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
This appendix contains data taken throughout the LIM experiments detailed
in Chapter 7. Tables B.1 and B.2 describe the uniform aluminum configu-
ration, Tables B.3 and B.4 describe the combed-slotting structure, and Ta-
bles B.5–B.7 provide data for the 0.5 : 0.5 closed-slot arrangement.
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Table B.1: Data for Uniform Aluminum Secondary with Vmax
fmax
= 40
60
V·s
fs [Hz] Is,RMS [A] Kˆ [A/m] Fy (meas.) [N] Fd,y (theo.) [N/m
2]
2 6.59 32619 0.30 33.2
3 6.92 34252 0.85 54.9
4 7.11 35193 1.35 77.2
5 7.41 36678 1.85 104.8
6 7.65 37866 2.35 133.9
7 7.81 38658 2.95 162.6
8 8.05 39846 3.55 197.2
9 8.06 39895 4.10 222.1
10 8.15 40340 4.50 251.9
11 8.48 41974 5.65 299.4
12 8.57 42419 6.20 332.9
13 8.61 42617 6.85 363.3
14 8.64 42766 7.20 393.0
15 8.71 43112 7.65 426.9
16 9.36 46330 8.70 524.5
17 9.22 45637 8.85 539.2
18 9.02 44647 9.20 544.8
19 9.13 45191 9.60 587.4
20 9.0 44548 9.85 598.8
21 9.20 45538 10.10 654.8
22 9.17 45389 10.65 679.0
23 9.24 45736 10.80 718.1
24 9.16 45340 11.15 733.5
25 9.15 45290 11.60 759.3
30 9.21 45588 12.60 902.8
35 9.35 46280 13.90 1057.8
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Table B.2: Data for Uniform Aluminum Secondary with Vmax
fmax
= 30
60
V·s
fs [Hz] Is,RMS [A] Kˆ [A/m] Fy (meas.) [N] Fd,y (theo.) [N/m
2]
2 6.48 32074 0.50 32.1
3 6.75 33411 0.90 52.2
4 6.75 33411 1.30 69.6
5 6.81 33708 1.75 88.5
6 7.06 34945 2.20 114.0
7 7.16 35440 2.60 136.7
8 7.26 35935 3.10 160.4
9 7.25 35886 3.45 179.7
10 7.36 36430 3.85 205.4
11 7.44 36826 4.65 230.5
12 7.54 37321 4.90 257.7
13 7.52 37222 5.35 277.1
14 7.43 36777 5.50 290.7
15 7.46 36925 5.70 313.2
16 7.60 37618 5.85 345.8
17 7.58 37519 6.10 364.4
18 7.57 37470 6.25 383.7
19 7.53 37272 6.60 399.5
20 7.46 36925 7.00 411.4
21 7.56 37420 7.05 442.1
22 7.60 37618 7.25 466.4
23 7.48 37024 7.35 470.6
24 7.48 37024 7.50 489.1
25 7.5 37123 7.40 510.2
30 7.35 36381 8.70 575.0
35 7.40 36628 8.90 662.6
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Table B.3: Data for Combed-Slotting with Vmax
fmax
= 40
60
V·s
fs [Hz] Is,RMS [A] Kˆ [A/m] Fy (meas.) [N] Fd,y (theo.) [N/m
2]
2 6.66 32965 0.35 89.2
3 6.88 34054 0.35 142.6
4 7.10 35440 0.75 205.6
5 7.33 36282 1.00 268.8
6 7.66 37915 1.30 351.3
7 7.71 38163 1.65 414.0
8 8.06 39895 2.05 515.2
9 8.10 40093 2.40 583.0
10 8.30 41083 2.75 677.2
11 8.45 41825 3.25 768.3
12 8.44 41776 3.45 831.8
13 8.60 42568 3.95 930.2
14 8.66 42865 4.25 1009.6
15 8.64 42766 4.50 1069.6
16 8.83 43706 4.90 1183.4
17 9.05 44795 5.35 1311.1
18 9.00 44548 5.70 1362.3
19 9.00 44548 5.90 1426.3
20 9.00 44548 6.10 1488.6
21 9.10 45043 6.35 1583.9
22 9.08 44944 6.60 1636.8
23 9.10 45043 6.80 1702.4
24 9.03 44696 7.00 1732.0
25 9.15 45290 7.20 1833.6
30 9.14 45241 8.30 2077.2
35 9.13 45191 9.40 2273.2
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Table B.4: Data for Combed-Slotting with Vmax
fmax
= 30
60
V·s
fs [Hz] Is,RMS [A] Kˆ [A/m] Fy (meas.) [N] Fd,y (theo.) [N/m
2]
2 6.40 31678 0.05 82.4
3 6.62 32767 0.40 132.0
4 6.84 33856 0.65 187.6
5 7.14 35341 0.95 255.0
6 7.30 36133 1.15 319.1
7 7.57 37470 1.55 399.1
8 7.72 38212 1.85 472.6
9 7.81 38658 2.10 542.0
10 8.00 39598 2.55 629.1
11 8.05 39845 2.80 697.3
12 8.20 40588 3.25 785.1
13 8.35 41330 3.60 876.9
14 8.32 41182 3.90 931.9
15 8.45 41825 4.20 1023.1
16 8.50 42073 4.50 1096.6
17 8.64 42766 4.85 1195.0
18 8.74 43261 5.35 1284.7
19 8.82 43657 5.60 1369.8
20 8.83 43706 5.85 1432.9
21 8.84 43756 6.00 1494.7
22 8.80 43558 6.20 1537.5
23 8.85 43805 6.40 1610.2
24 8.84 43756 6.60 1659.9
25 8.85 43805 6.85 1715.4
30 9.00 44548 8.10 2014.0
35 9.10 45043 9.00 2258.3
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Table B.5: Data for Closed Air-Filled Slotting with Vmax
fmax
= 40
60
V·s
fs [Hz] Is,RMS [A] Kˆ [A/m] Fy (meas.) [N] Fd,y (theo.) [N/m
2]
2 6.52 32272 0.15 16.3
3 6.86 33955 0.35 27.0
4 7.07 34995 0.50 38.2
5 7.3 36133 0.70 50.9
6 7.5 37123 0.95 64.5
7 7.72 38212 1.10 79.7
8 7.94 39301 1.45 96.3
9 7.97 39449 1.65 109.1
10 8.16 40390 1.95 127.1
11 8.24 40786 2.15 142.5
12 8.4 41578 2.40 161.4
13 8.48 41974 2.60 178.1
14 8.53 42221 2.80 194.0
15 8.6 42568 3.00 211.1
16 8.66 42865 3.25 228.2
17 8.65 42815 3.40 241.7
18 8.68 42964 3.60 257.5
19 8.67 42914 3.70 271.0
20 8.83 43706 4.00 295.6
21 8.8 43558 4.20 308.0
22 8.84 43756 4.35 325.4
23 8.83 43706 4.50 339.0
24 8.83 43706 4.65 353.4
25 8.85 43805 4.85 369.4
30 9.1 45043 5.55 466.0
35 8.9 44053 6.20 516.4
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Table B.6: Data for Closed Iron-Filled Slotting with Vmax
fmax
= 40
60
V·s
fs [Hz] Is,RMS [A] Kˆ [A/m] Fy (meas.) [N] Fd,y (theo.) [N/m
2]
2 6.59 32619 0.30 65.1
3 6.78 33559 0.65 103.2
4 7.05 34896 0.90 148.7
5 7.34 36331 1.30 201.2
6 7.40 36628 1.70 245.1
7 7.62 37717 2.10 302.6
8 7.80 38608 2.50 361.6
9 7.85 38856 2.85 411.1
10 8.05 39845 3.25 479.0
11 8.22 40687 3.55 547.8
12 8.25 40835 3.90 600.1
13 8.25 40835 4.30 647.9
14 8.30 41083 4.65 703.6
15 8.38 41479 5.60 765.4
16 8.48 41974 5.90 832.5
17 8.45 41825 6.10 874.4
18 8.40 41578 6.30 910.6
19 8.41 41627 6.50 958.7
20 8.48 41974 6.70 1020.7
21 8.45 41825 7.10 1058.4
22 8.48 41974 7.20 1110.4
23 8.45 41825 7.50 1145.8
24 8.51 42122 7.70 1205.3
25 8.48 41974 7.85 1238.8
30 8.77 43409 9.00 1535.4
35 8.54 42271 9.70 1632.3
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Table B.7: Data for Closed Iron-Filled Slotting with Vmax
fmax
= 30
60
V·s
fs [Hz] Is,RMS [A] Kˆ [A/m] Fy (meas.) [N] Fd,y (theo.) [N/m
2]
2 6.48 32074 0.30 62.9
3 6.65 32916 0.65 99.3
4 6.75 33411 0.95 136.3
5 6.80 33658 1.15 172.7
6 6.94 34351 1.50 215.5
7 7.05 34896 1.80 259.0
8 7.09 35094 2.10 298.8
9 7.18 35539 2.30 343.9
10 7.25 35886 2.50 388.6
11 7.20 35638 2.70 420.3
12 7.25 35886 2.95 463.4
13 7.21 35688 3.10 494.8
14 7.25 35886 3.35 536.8
15 7.20 35638 3.50 565.0
16 7.20 35638 3.65 600.2
17 7.16 35440 3.70 627.8
18 7.20 35638 3.90 669.0
19 7.08 35044 4.00 679.5
20 7.10 35143 4.10 715.5
21 7.03 34797 4.20 732.6
22 7.08 35044 4.40 774.0
23 7.08 35044 4.60 804.4
24 7.00 34648 4.90 815.5
25 6.88 34054 5.10 815.4
30 6.73 33312 5.60 904.2
35 6.68 33064 6.00 998.7
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APPENDIX C
MATHEMATICA CODE: CONSTANT
CURRENT INDUCTION MACHINE
This code applies a rotor reference frame transformation to a two-pole, three-
phase, 3/4 hp induction machine. A constant current torque-speed curve
results.
dλqs = −rsiqs − ωsλds + vqs;
dλds = −rsids + ωsλqs + vds;
dλqr = −rriqr −
(
ωs −
(
P
2
)
ω
)
λdr + vqr;
dλdr = −rridr +
(
ωs −
(
P
2
)
ω
)
λqr + vdr;
λqs = Lsiqs + Lmiqr;
λds = Lsids + Lmidr;
λqr = Lriqr + Lmiqs;
λdr = Lridr + Lmids;
vqr = 0;
vdr = 0;
ssVal = Solve [{dλqs == 0, dλqr == 0, dλds == 0, dλdr == 0} ,
iqrss = FullSimplify [iqr/.ssVal] ;
idrss = FullSimplify [idr/.ssVal] ;
vqsss = FullSimplify [vqs/.ssVal] ;
vdsss = FullSimplify [vds/.ssVal] ;
T = 3
2
(
P
2
)
Lm
Lr
(iqsλdr − idsλqr) /.
{iqr → iqrss, idr → idrss, vqs → vqsss, vds → vdsss} ;
ωs = N [2 ∗ Pi ∗ 60];
ia = 3;
iqs = ia;
ids = 0;
rs = 0.2837;
Lls = 0.004152;
rr = rVal ∗ 0.451;
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Llr = 0.004152;
Lm = 0.1486;
P = 4;
Lr = Lm + Llr;
Ls = Lm + Lls;
T = FullSimplify[N [T ]];
m1 = Maximize[T/.{rVal→ 1}, ω][[1]]
torqueTable =
{
1
m1
∗ T/.{rVal→ 1}, 1
m1
T/.{rVal→ 10}, 1
m1
T/.{rVal→ 20}
}
;
tspeedPlot = Plot[Evaluate[torqueTable],
{
ω, (Pi∗60)
−4
, 1.5(Pi ∗ 60)
}
,
PlotRange→ All,
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 18,
FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel→ {"ω [rad/s]", "p.u. [N]"} ,
ImageSize→ 600,
PlotLegend→ {
StyleForm["rr = " <> ToString[1 ∗ 0.451,TraditionalForm] <> " Ω",
FontSize→ 18],
StyleForm["rr = " <> ToString[10 ∗ 0.451,TraditionalForm] <> " Ω",
FontSize→ 18],
StyleForm["rr = " <> ToString[20 ∗ 0.451,TraditionalForm] <> " Ω",
FontSize→ 18]
},
LegendSpacing→ 0,
LegendShadow→ None,
PlotStyle→ {{Black,Thick},
{Thick,Gray,Dotted},
{Thick,Black,Dashing[0.0217]}},
LegendSize→ {0.7, 0.25},
LegendPosition→ {0.3, 0.05},
LegendTextSpace → 3
];
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APPENDIX D
MATHEMATICA CODE: LAYER MODEL
The following code is used to solve for the magnetic diffusion existing within a
homogeneous anisotropic planar layer model described in Chapter 4. The ini-
tialization steps allow the user to construct anN -layer structure by specifying
the layer materials and thickness of each subregion. In addition to consider-
ing material trade-offs through the formation of two- and three-dimensional
sensitivity plots, ideal material parameters for force density maximization
are determined.
D.1 Initialization
This section first clears all Global‘ symbols (make sure to have the note-
book’s default context set as Global‘). It then defines material information
in the format: materialnameData = {σ, µx, µy}. Composite structures are
described by: metaData = {σMeta, µxMeta, µyMeta}. This material rep-
resentation is used when the effects of material trade-offs are desired.
Remove["Global`*"];
Needs["PlotLegends`"]
Off[General::spell1];
Off[General::spell];
Off[FindRoot::lstol];
airData = {0, µ0, µ0}; copperData = {5.95× 10
7, µ0, µ0} ;
aluminum6061Data = {2.52× 107, µ0, µ0} ;
ironData = {1.03× 107, 2000µ0, 2000µ0} ;
metaData = {σMeta, µxMeta, µyMeta};
meta1Data = {σMeta1, µxMeta1, µyMeta1};
k = 0.95; (*stacking factor*)
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ironlaminationData = {0, (kironData[[2]] + (1− k) ∗ µ0) ,
(kironData[[2]] + (1− k) ∗ µ0)} ;
D.2 Model Description
The physical system arrangement under consideration is described. The lay-
ered structure is defined in a list format starting at the top (where the cur-
rent excitation is located) and working downward. For example, in order
to simulate a structure with an air gap and a composite coated iron rotor:
layerlist = {air, meta, iron}. The symbol dlist contains the respective layer
thickness following the same convention as layerlist. The exciation arrange-
ment is set by declaring the upper and lower tangential magnetic field bound-
ary conditions. For a developed rotating induction machine, Hαy [1] = −Kˆ
and Hβy [N ] = 0, and H
α
y [1] = −Kˆ and H
β
y [N ] = Kˆ exist for a double-sided
linear induction machine. SI units are to be used for all numerical values.
khat = 880.7;
k = 65.45;
layerlist = {air,meta, ironlamination};
dlist = {0.2 ∗ ×10−2, 1.0 ∗ ×10−2, 8 ∗ ×10−2} ;
nlayers = Length[layerlist];
fnom = 60;
Clear[f ];
khatTemp = khat;
Clear[khat]
Hyα[1] = −khat;
Hyβ[nlayers] = 0;
D.3 Symbolic N -Layer Solver
This component solves for symbolic representations of Hy, Az, and Bx at
every layer boundary within the planar layer model using the continuum
method of Chapter 4. The field values are stored in the tables: Hyα[n] &
Hyβ[n], Azα[n] & Azβ[n], and Bxα[n] & Bxβ[n].
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M11[i ]:=− k
I
µy[i]
γ[i]
Coth[γ[i]d[i]];
M12[i ]:=k
I
µy[i]
γ[i]
1
Sinh[γ[i]d[i]]
;
M21[i ]:=− k
I
µy[i]
γ[i]
1
Sinh[γ[i]d[i]]
;
M22[i ]:=k
I
µy[i]
γ[i]
Coth[γ[i]d[i]];
HyBeta[i , n ]:= (−M21[i]∗Hyα[i]+M12[n]∗Hyβ[n])
(M22[i]−M11[n])
;
For[i = 1, i ≤ nlayers − 1, i++,
Hyβ[i] = HyBeta[i, i+ 1]
]
For[i = 1, i ≤ nlayers − 1, i++,
temp = Hyβ[i]−Hyα[i+ 1];
Hyβ[i] = Hyβ[i]/.Solve[temp == 0,Hyα[i+ 1]][[1]];
Hyα[i+ 1] = Hyβ[i];
]
BxAlpha[i ]:=M11[i] ∗ Hyα[i] + M12[i] ∗ Hyβ[i];
BxBeta[i ]:=M21[i] ∗ Hyα[i] + M22[i] ∗ Hyβ[i];
AzAlpha[i ]:= I
k
Bxα[i];
AzBeta[i ]:= I
k
Bxβ[i];
For[n = 1, n ≤ nlayers, n++,
Bxα[n] = BxAlpha[n];
Bxβ[n] = BxBeta[n];
Azα[n] = AzAlpha[n];
Azβ[n] = AzBeta[n];
]
D.4 Introduction of Numerical Values
This section introduces the numerical values of the layered arrangement into
the previously determined symbolic expressions for magnetic diffusion. Force
density and electrical power dissipation density are defined as symbolic ex-
pressions, not functions. Therefore, they must be evaluated locally with
replacement rules or within the Block[ ] function.
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ω = 2N [Pi]f ;
uSynch = ω
k
;
layerlistprintable =
Flatten[Table[ToString[layerlist[[n]]], {n, 1, nlayers}]];
dnamelist =
Flatten[Table[ToExpression["d" <> ToString[n]], {n, 1, nlayers}]];
dtotal = Total[dlist];
µ0 = N [4π ∗ 10
∧ − 7];
For[n = 1, n ≤ nlayers, n++,
σ[n] = ToExpression[ToString[layerlist[[n]]] <> ToString[Data]][[1]];
µx[n] = ToExpression[ToString[layerlist[[n]]] <> ToString[Data]][[2]];
µy[n] = ToExpression[ToString[layerlist[[n]]] <> ToString[Data]][[3]];
d[n] = dlist[[n]];
];
For[n = 1, n ≤ nlayers, n++,
If[layerlistprintable[[n]] 6= "air", U [n] = yspeed, U [n] = 0]];6 6
For[n = 1, n ≤ nlayers, n++,
γ[n] =
√
k2 µy[n]
µx[n]
+ I ∗ µy[n]σ[n](ω − kU [n])
]
;
If[ToString[layerlist[[nlayers]]] == ToString[air],
fd =
(
1
2
Re[Hyβ[1] ∗ Bxβ[1]]− 1
2
Re[Hyα[nlayers] ∗ Bxα[nlayers]]
)
; ,
fd =
(
1
2
Re[Hyβ[1] ∗ Bxβ[1]]− 1
2
Re[Hyβ[nlayers] ∗ Bxβ[nlayers]]
)
;
]
pd = (ω−k∗yspeed)
k
∗ fd;
D.5 Machine Performance Estimation Validation
This portion of code evaluates system performance for a chosen composite
system. Expressions are evaluated for specific operating conditions (Kˆ and
f), slip variation under locked-rotor conditions, and also over rotor speed ad-
justments for a fixed excitation frequency. Various performance relationships
are plotted for each scenario.
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D.5.1 Specific Operating Point (Kˆ and f)
fTable = {};
khatTable = {}
Block[{yspeed = 0},
forceTable = Flatten[Table[fd/.{f → fTable[[i]], khat→ khatTable[[i]]},
{i, 1,Length[fTable]}], 3];
]
D.5.2 Locked-Rotor Performance
Block[{yspeed = 0, khat = khatTemp},
Plot[fd, {f, 0, 1.2fnom},
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel-> {"f [Hz]", "Fd [N/m
2]"} ,
ImageSize→ 400,
PlotStyle→ Thick
];
smax = 1;
smin = 0;
Plot[fd/.{f → (1− s)fnom}, {s, smin, smax},
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel-> {"Slip", "Fd [N/m
2]"} ,
ImageSize→ 400,
PlotStyle→ Thick,
Ticks→ {Table[{i, smax− i}, {i, smin, smax, 0.2}],Automatic}
];
Plot[pd, {f, 0, 1.2fnom},
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel-> {"f [Hz]", "Pd [W/m
2]"} ,
ImageSize→ 400,
PlotStyle→ Thick
]; ]
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Fixed Frequency Performance
Block[{f = fnom, khat = khatTemp},
Plot[fd, {yspeed,−0.1 ∗ uSynch, 1.2 ∗ uSynch},
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel-> {"U [m/s]", "Fd [N/m
2]"} ,
ImageSize→ 400,
PlotStyle→ Thick
];
smax = 1;
smin = 0;
Plot[fd/.{yspeed→ (1− (smax− s))uSynch}, {s, smin, smax},
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel-> {"s", "Fd [N/m
2]"} ,
ImageSize→ 400,
PlotStyle→ Thick,
Ticks→ {Table[{i, smax− i}, {i, smin, smax, 0.2}],Automatic}
];
Plot[pd, {yspeed,−0.1 ∗ uSynch, 1.2 ∗ uSynch},
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel-> {"U [m/s]", "Pd [W/m
2]"} ,
ImageSize→ 400,
PlotStyle→ Thick
]; ]
D.6 Outer Rotor Material Parameter Sensitivity
This section explores the parameter sensitivity of system performance with
respect to material properties. A nominal material is used as a basis for
analysis. This material can either be from the list given in Section D.1
(rotorV al = 0), or a periodic slotted structure (rotorV al = 1) can be used.
The effective material parameters of the slotted structure are calculated us-
ing functions detailed on page 80 of [35]. Sensitivity constraints are defined
through the lists: µV al, σV al, and fV al.
rotorVal = 0;
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compositeMaterial = aluminum6061;
materialA = copper;
materialB = ironlamination;
a = 0.75;
b = 1− a;
µVal = {1µ0, 50000µ0} ;
σVal = {1 ∗ 10∧5, 1 ∗ ×108} ;
fVal = {0, 20};
If[rotorVal == 0,
sigA = ToExpression[ToString[materialA] <> ToString[Data]][[1]];
muxA = ToExpression[ToString[materialA] <> ToString[Data]][[2]];
muyA = ToExpression[ToString[materialA] <> ToString[Data]][[3]];
sigB = ToExpression[ToString[materialB] <> ToString[Data]][[1]];
muxB = ToExpression[ToString[materialB] <> ToString[Data]][[2]];
muyB = ToExpression[ToString[materialB] <> ToString[Data]][[3]];
slotData =
{
(a ∗ sigA + b ∗ sigB), (a ∗muxA + b ∗muxB), (muyA∗muyB)
(b∗muyA+a∗muyB)
}
;
sigmaMetaNom = slotData[[1]];
muxMetaNom = slotData[[2]];
muyMetaNom = slotData[[3]];
Clear[compositeData]; ,
compositeData = {
ToExpression[ToString[compositeMaterial] <> ToString[Data]][[1]],
ToExpression[ToString[compositeMaterial] <> ToString[Data]][[2]],
ToExpression[ToString[compositeMaterial] <> ToString[Data]][[3]]
};
sigmaMetaNom = compositeData[[1]];
muxMetaNom = compositeData[[2]];
muyMetaNom = compositeData[[3]];
Clear[sigA,muxA,muyA, sigB,muxB,muyB, slotData];
]
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D.6.1 Electrical Conductivity (σ)
(*Fd and Pd over f and σ2 variation*)
Block[{µxMeta = muxMetaNom, µyMeta = muyMetaNom,
yspeed = 0, khat = khatTemp},
sigmaFPlot = Plot3D[fd, {f, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]]},
{σMeta, σVal[[1]], σVal[[2]]},
AxesLabel-> {"f [Hz]", "σ2[S/m]", "Fd [N/m
2]"} ,
PlotStyle→ {AbsoluteThickness[2]},
ImageSize→ 700,
AxesStyle → 14,
PlotRange→ All,
PlotPoints→ 100
];
sigmaPdPlot = Plot3D[pd, {f, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]]},
{σMeta, 1σVal[[1]], σVal[[2]]},
AxesLabel-> {"f [Hz]", "σ2[S/m]", "Pd [W/m
2]"} ,
PlotStyle→ {AbsoluteThickness[2]},
ImageSize→ 700,
AxesStyle → 14,
PlotRange→ All,
PlotPoints→ 100
];
step = 50;
sigmaF =
N [Table[fd/.{f → i, σMeta→ j},
{i, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]], (fVal[[2]]− fVal[[1]])/step},
{j, σVal[[1]], σVal[[2]], (σVal[[2]]− σVal[[1]])/step}]];
sigmaPd =
N [Table[pd/.{f → i, σMeta→ j},
{i, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]], (fVal[[2]]− fVal[[1]])/step},
{j, σVal[[1]], σVal[[2]], (σVal[[2]]− σVal[[1]])/step}]];
sigmaFreq =
N [Table[i, {i, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]], (fVal[[2]]− fVal[[1]])/step}]];
sigmaVal =
N [Table[j, {j, σVal[[1]], σVal[[2]], (σVal[[2]]− σVal[[1]])/step}]];
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]Show[sigmaFPlot];
Show[sigmaPdPlot];
(*Fd vs. f for select composite conductivities*)
varySigma = Table[
fd/.{σMeta→ j ∗ sigmaMetaNom, µxMeta→ muxMetaNom,
µyMeta→ muyMetaNom, yspeed→ 0},{
j,
{
0.2, 1, σVal[[2]]
sigmaMetaNom
}}
];
Plot[Evaluate[varySigma], {f, fVal[[1]], 60},
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel-> {"f [Hz]", "Fd [N/m
2]"} ,
PlotRange→ Automatic,
PlotLegend→ {
StyleForm ["σ2 = " <> ToString [4.46 ∗ ×10
7(*0.2 ∗ slotData[[1]]*),
TraditionalForm] <> " S/m",FontSize→ 24],
StyleForm ["σ2 = " <> ToString [4.46 ∗ ×10
7(*1 ∗ slotData[[1]]*),
TraditionalForm] <> " S/m",FontSize→ 24],
StyleForm ["σ2 = " <> ToString [1.0 ∗ ×10
8(*5 ∗ slotData[[1]]*),
TraditionalForm] <> " S/m",FontSize→ 24]},
LegendSpacing→ 0,
LegendShadow→ None,
PlotStyle→ {{Black,Thick}, {Thick,Gray,Dotted},
{Thick,Black,Dashing[0.0217]}},
LegendSize→ {0.7, 0.3},
LegendPosition→ {0.14, 0.07},
LegendTextSpace → 5,
ImageSize→ 800
];
(*Pd vs. σ2 for select frequencies*)
Block[{µxMeta = muxMetaNom, µyMeta = muyMetaNom, yspeed = 0,
khat = khatTemp},
test = Table[pd/.f → i, {i, {1, 2, 5, 10}}];
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sigmaPdPlot = LogLinearPlot[Evaluate[test],
{σMeta, σVal[[1]], σVal[[2]]},
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 20,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel->{StyleForm[" σ [S/m]",FontSize→ 24],
StyleForm ["Pd [W/m
2]",FontSize→ 24]} ,
PlotRange→ Automatic,
PlotLegend→ {
StyleForm["f = " <> ToString[1,TraditionalForm] <> " Hz",
FontSize→ 24],
StyleForm["f = " <> ToString[2,TraditionalForm] <> " Hz",
FontSize→ 24],
StyleForm["f = " <> ToString[5,TraditionalForm] <> " Hz",
FontSize→ 24],
StyleForm["f = " <> ToString[10,TraditionalForm] <> " Hz",
FontSize→ 24]},
LegendSpacing→ 0,
LegendShadow→ None,
PlotStyle→ {{Thick,Black}, {Thick,Gray,Dashed},
{Thick,Black,Dashing[0.0217]}, {Thick,Gray}},
LegendSize→ {0.38, 0.3},
LegendPosition→ {−.7, 0.05},
LegendTextSpace → 3,
ImageSize→ 800
]; ]
D.6.2 Magnetic Permeability (µx)
(*Fd and Pd over f and µ2,x variation*)
Block[{σMeta = sigmaMetaNom, µyMeta = muyMetaNom,
µxMeta = mur ∗ µ0, yspeed = 0, khat = khatTemp} ,
muxFPlot = Plot3D[fd, {f, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]]},
{mur, µVal[[1]] /µ0 , 200} ,
AxesLabel-> {StyleForm["f [Hz]"], StyleForm ["µ2,x/µ0"] ,
StyleForm ["Fd [N/m
2]"]} ,
AxesStyle → Directive[24],
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BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
PlotStyle→ {AbsoluteThickness[2]},
ImageSize→ 800,
AxesStyle → 14,
PlotRange→ All,
PlotPoints→ 40
];
muxPdPlot = Plot3D[pd, {f, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]]},
{mur, µVal[[1]] /µ0 , 50} ,
AxesLabel-> {StyleForm["f [Hz]"], StyleForm ["µ2,x/µ0"] ,
StyleForm ["PD [W/m
2]"]} ,
AxesStyle → Directive[24],
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
PlotStyle→ {AbsoluteThickness[2]},
ImageSize→ 800,
AxesStyle → 14,
PlotRange→ All,
PlotPoints→ 40
];
step = 50;
muxF =
N [Table[fd/.{f → i,mur→ j},
{i, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]], (fVal[[2]]− fVal[[1]])/step},{
j, µVal[[1]] /µ0 , 200,
(
200− µVal[[1]]
µ0
)/
(step)
}]]
;
muxPd =
N [Table[pd/.{f → i,mur→ j},
{i, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]], (fVal[[2]]− fVal[[1]])/step},{
j, µVal[[1]] /µ0 , 200,
(
200− µVal[[1]]
µ0
)/
(step)
}]]
;
muxFreq =
N [Table[i, {i, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]], (fVal[[2]]− fVal[[1]])/step}]];
muxVal = N
[
Table
[
j,
{
j, µVal[[1]] /µ0 , 200,
(
200− µVal[[1]]
µ0
)/
(step)
}]]
;
]
Show[muxFPlot];
Show[muxPdPlot];
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D.6.3 Magnetic Permeability (µy)
(*Fd and Pd over f and µ2,y variation*)
Block [{σMeta = sigmaMetaNom, µxMeta = muxMetaNom,
µyMeta = mur ∗ µ0, yspeed = 0, khat = khatTemp},
muyFPlot = Plot3D [fd, {f, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]]}, {mur, µVal[[1]] /µ0 , 60} ,
AxesLabel-> {StyleForm["f [Hz]"], StyleForm ["µ2,y/µ0"] ,
StyleForm ["F [N/m2]"]} ,
AxesStyle → Directive[24],
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
PlotStyle→ {AbsoluteThickness[2]},
ImageSize→ 800,
AxesStyle → 14,
PlotRange→ All,
PlotPoints→ 100
];
muyPdPlot = Plot3D[pd, {f, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]]},
{mur, µVal[[1]] /µ0 , µVal[[2]] /µ0} ,
AxesLabel-> {StyleForm["f [Hz]"], StyleForm ["µ2,y/µ0"] ,
StyleForm ["PD [W/m
2]"]} ,
AxesStyle → Directive[24],
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
PlotStyle→ {AbsoluteThickness[2]},
ImageSize→ 800,
AxesStyle → 14,
PlotRange→ All,
PlotPoints→ 100
];
step = 50;
muyF =
N [Table[fd/.{f → i,mur→ j},
{i, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]], (fVal[[2]]− fVal[[1]])/step},{
j, µVal[[1]] /µ0 , 60,
(
60− µVal[[1]]
µ0
)/
(step)
}]]
;
muyPd =
N [Table[pd/.{f → i,mur→ j},
{i, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]], (fVal[[2]]− fVal[[1]])/step},
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{
j, µVal[[1]] /µ0 , 60,
(
60− µVal[[1]]
µ0
)/
(step)
}]]
;
muyFreq =
N [Table[i, {i, fVal[[1]], fVal[[2]], (fVal[[2]]− fVal[[1]])/step}]];
muyVal = N
[
Table
[
j,
{
j, µVal[[1]] /µ0 , 60,
(
60− µVal[[1]]
µ0
)/
(step)
}]]
;
]
Show[muyFPlot];
Show[muyPdPlot];
(*Fd vs. µ2,y for select frequencies*)
Block [{σMeta = sigmaMetaNom, µxMeta = muxMetaNom,
µyMeta = mur ∗ µ0, yspeed = 0, , khat = khatTemp},
test = Table[fd/.f → i, {i, {1, 2, 5, 10}}];
Plot[Evaluate[test], {mur, 1, 60},
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 20,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel-> {StyleForm [" µyr",FontSize→ 24] ,
StyleForm ["F [N/m2]",FontSize→ 24]} ,
PlotRange→ All,
PlotLegend→ {
StyleForm["f = " <> ToString[1,TraditionalForm] <> " Hz",
FontSize→ 24],
StyleForm["f = " <> ToString[2,TraditionalForm] <> " Hz",
FontSize→ 24],
StyleForm["f = " <> ToString[5,TraditionalForm] <> " Hz",
FontSize→ 24],
StyleForm["f = " <> ToString[10,TraditionalForm] <> " Hz",
FontSize→ 24]},
LegendSpacing→ 0,
LegendShadow→ None,
PlotStyle→ {{Thick,Black}, {Thick,Gray,Dashed},
{Thick,Black,Dashing[0.0217]}, {Thick,Gray}},
LegendSize→ {0.38, 0.3},
LegendPosition→ {−.7, 0.05},
LegendTextSpace → 3,
ImageSize→ 800
]; ]
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D.6.4 Optimization of Composite Layer Material Properties
The optimal composite region property combination (¯¯µ2, σ2) capable of max-
imizing force density under locked-rotor operation is determined.
Block[{yspeed = 0, khat = khatTemp},
Off[FindMaximum::eit];
fmaxMeta = NMaximize[{Flatten[TraditionalForm[fd]][[1]],
40000µ0 ≤ µxMeta ≤ µVal[[2]]&&µVal[[1]] ≤ µyMeta ≤ 3µ0&&
1 ∗ ×107 ≤ σMeta ≤ σVal[[2]]&&fVal[[1]] < f ≤ 0.2 ∗ fnom} ,
{σMeta, µxMeta, µyMeta, f},MaxIterations→ 5000]
]
σMax = σMeta/.fmaxMeta[[2]];
µxMax = µxMeta/.fmaxMeta[[2]];
µyMax = µyMeta/.fmaxMeta[[2]];
Block[{f = 60, khat = khatTemp},
Plot[{fd/.{σMeta→ σMax, µxMeta→ µxMax, µyMeta→ µyMax}},
{yspeed,−0.1uSynch, 1.2uSynch},
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel-> {"U [m/s]", "Fd [N/m
2]"} ,
ImageSize→ 800,
PlotRange→ All,
PlotStyle→ {Black,Thick}
]]
D.7 Periodic Slotting Machine Realization
Conventional periodic slotting is used for machine realizations. A perfor-
mance comparison between the nominal, slotted, and ideal composite struc-
tures is given.
Clear[a, b, sigA,muxA,muyA, sigB,muxB,muyB,materialA,
materialB, slotData]
materialA = copper;
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materialB = ironlamination;
sigA = ToExpression[ToString[materialA] <> ToString[Data]][[1]];
muxA = ToExpression[ToString[materialA] <> ToString[Data]][[2]];
muyA = ToExpression[ToString[materialA] <> ToString[Data]][[3]];
sigB = ToExpression[ToString[materialB] <> ToString[Data]][[1]];
muxB = ToExpression[ToString[materialB] <> ToString[Data]][[2]];
muyB = ToExpression[ToString[materialB] <> ToString[Data]][[3]];
slotData =
{
(a ∗ sigA + b ∗ sigB), (a ∗muxA + b ∗muxB), (muyA∗muyB)
(b∗muyA+a∗muyB)
}
;
b = 1− a;
Block[{σMeta = slotData[[1]], µxMeta = slotData[[2]],
µyMeta = slotData[[3]], yspeed = 0, khat = khatTemp},
fmaxSlot =
NMaximize[{Flatten[TraditionalForm[fd]][[1]],
fVal[[1]] < f ≤ 0.2 ∗ fnom&&0 < a ≤ 1},
{a, f},MaxIterations→ 5000]
]
slotData = slotData/.fmaxSlot[[2]]
Block[{yspeed = 0, khat = khatTemp},
Plot[
{fd/.{σMeta→ sigmaMetaNom, µxMeta→ muxMetaNom,
µyMeta→ muyMetaNom},
fd/.{σMeta→ slotData[[1]], µxMeta→ slotData[[2]],
µyMeta→ slotData[[3]]},
fd/.{σMeta→ σMax, µxMeta→ µxMax, µyMeta→ µyMax}}, {f, 0, 10},
BaseStyle→ {FontSize→ 24,FontFamily→ "Times New Roman"},
AxesLabel-> {"f [Hz]", "Fd [N/m
2]"} ,
ImageSize→ 800,
MaxRecursion→ 0,PlotPoints→ 100,PlotRange→ All,
PlotLegend→ {StyleForm["3:1 Slot",FontSize→ 22],
StyleForm["Optimal Slot",FontSize→ 22],
StyleForm["Optimal Composite",FontSize→ 22]},
LegendSpacing→ 0,
LegendShadow→ None,
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LegendSize→ {0.6, 0.3},
LegendPosition→ {0.39, 0.2},
LegendTextSpace → 4,
PlotPoints→ 400,
PlotStyle→ {{Black,Thick}, {Thick,Black,Dashing[0.0217]},
{Thick,Gray}}
]]
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